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* 

~ ABSTRACT 
~~-~ 

This work set out to probe into some aspects of clefting in Lamnso'. Data was 
collected through a comparative analysis of some Lamnso' and English sentences. 

Though there are some similarities in cleft constructions in Lamnso' and English, the 

focus of the work was on dissimilarities. Clefting in Lamnso' involves two processes, 
namely V-preposing and the occurrence of the copula. V-preposing, accompanied by 

heads such as TNS and NEG, is used to focus subject NPs. AGR disappears after V- 

preposing, the case grid of the preposed verb is modified and a kind of 'makeshift' 

accusative case is assigned to [Spec, AGRP]. The moved verb and the 
accompanying heads land in the F of FP. The occurrence of the copula is used to 

focus post-verbal constituents such as object NPs, PPs and embedded IPS and CPs. 

The constituents remain in situ and the copula is generated in front of them. The 

copula could also be generated in front of relativized V-complements. 
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CHAPTER ONE 

GENERAL INTRODUCTION 

This chapter introduces the work by talking about the background of the 

problem, the objectives of the work, its relevance and ils scope. It also states the 
methodology used in data collection and reviews some theories that have been 
postulated by linguists such as Koopman (1984), Chomsky (1986), Rizzi (1990), 
Haegeman (1994) and Biloa (1995) to explain the data from other African languages. 

1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE TOPIC 

Generally, clefting consists in putting the constituents of a sentence into focus. 
It is used by speakers of natural languages to show the elements on which emphasis 

is laid in a sentence. It, therefore, supplements other phonological processes such as 

intonation and word stress. In fact, almost all sentence constituents can be given 
focus prominence. These include NPs, PPs, VPs and even verbs [in what has been 
referred to as focus-V-movement as seen in Vata in Koopman (1984) and in Tuki in 
Biloa (1995)]. In English, cleft constructions involve the structure in (1) below : 

(1) . I t  be XP IP 

where XP is any constituent fronted out of the IP. 

It has been said by Riemsdijk and Williams (1956 : 102) that the cleft 

construction involves WH-movement because there is a trace in the IP and the 

movement respects subjacency. 

In Lamnso', clefting has a different formula from (1) above. The formula is 

stated in (2) below: 

(2) Formula for clefting in Camnso' 

v xp 

Where XP is any maximal projection, be.it an NP, a PP, an IP or a CP. 

This formula shows that, for an element to be clefted, a verb has to be placed in front 

of it. This verb could .~. be ~~ the ~ ~ . . ~  result of -. V-movement ~ ~~.~ .. ~~. or of the generation of a copula in. 

front of the constituent. Hence, instead of the element moving to some higher IP  as^ 

shown in (1) above, it is the verb that is moved or inserted in front of the constituent 

- 

~ . ,  ~~ 

- 
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which - -- is focused and remains in its base position. The . verb itself cannot be clefted, 
I 

.- thatjs,_predic_ate clefting is impossible. However, there are many interesting issues 
that arise from the foregoing that we list here in the form of questions : 

(i)- When the verb moves where does it land? v' 

(ii)- What happens to its functions in the sentence such as theta-role 

assignment and case assignment? J 
(iii)- With what does it move? 

(iv)- Why does the movement of the verb engender structural changes like the 

loss of nominative case assigned to the subject NP ? 
' 

(v)- What additional transformations occur when the copula is inserted in front 
of a constituent ? 

(vi)- How can the empty subject position at sentence-initial position be 
interpreted? 

(vii)- When the clefting of a V-constituent occurs in sentence-initial position 

(with a slight shift in meaning) does the copula move with it or is it inserted 

anew after the relativisation of the constituent has occurred ? 

(viii)- How can these issues be analysed? 

(ix)- What theories and principles of Universal Grammar apply to them and 

what parametric variations specific to Lamnso' are exhibited? 

1.1.1 OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY 

This study aims at analysing and explaining the issues 'listed above. 
$e-work shows that clefting in Lamnso' involves verb movement and the 

occurrence of-the copula and that the moved-verb lands in a head position of a 

phrasal constituent between CP and AGRP and occurs simultaneously with other 

processes such as WH-fronting and relativisation. The work also aims at analysing 
other accompanying transformations that occur with and after clefting in Lamnso'. 
Finally, the work aims at highlighting the aspects of the cleft construction that are 

attributable to Universal Grammar and those that are parameterised in the language. 
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1 .I .2 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

The focus of this study is the cleft construction in Lamnso' and the various 
transformations that are triggered by it. Hence, other WH-movement processes such 
as relativisation and WH-fronting are given little attention. Though, occasionally, 

reference is made to other processes in Lamnso' to buttres $ certain arguments, 

that should not be interpreted as a broadening of the scop the work since such 
areas have not been subjected to research work. Stress is only laid on those aspects 
of cleft construction that are novel concepts. 

1 .I .3 RELEVANCE OF THE STUDY 
I '  f ,  $ '  .) 1 

t 

This study will be a great contribution to Lamnso' studies in the domain of 

syntax. It should be noticed that very little work has been carried out in the domain. 
At a broader level, this study will, therefore, ignite and facilitate other studies in the 
syntax of Lamnso' as well as help researchers who may want to carry out a broader 

research work than this in other Bantu languages. Since the focus of the work is on 

novel concepts not found in other Indo-European languages like English, the study 

highlights some parameters that, if found to apply to other Bantu languages, may 

lead to a wider understanding of the syntax of Bantu languages. The work shows the 

difficulties of applying some English-derived theories into African languages, 

especially at a time when interest seems to be shifting from Indo-European 

languages to African languages. 

* 

1.2. METHODOLOGY 

This study is carried out under the guidance of the Theory of Principles and 

Parameters postulated by Chomsky (1981, 1986, 1991) [see also Haegeman (1994)]. 

Data was collected through the use of interviews administered to five informants. In 

analysing the sentences, a comparative analysis of English and Lamnso' sentences 
was made. The purpose was to find out the areas of disparity. This is in accordance 

with Chomsky (1965: 6) who says, "it is quite proper for a grammar to discuss only 

exceptions and the irregularities in any detail". It was from these irregularities that the 

research problem was arrived at. 

$ 



1.3 SOME THEORETICAL ASSUMPTIONS 

After the foregoing discussion, it is useful to review some theoretical 
assumptions posited by linguists to be analytical tools of natural languages. This is 
because they will be used in the analysis of the data from Lamnso'. 

1.3.1 GOVERNMENT THEORY 

This theory defines the basic structural relationship that underlies constituents 

(3) Government 

or grammatical categories in a sentence. It is stated as follows : 

A governs B iff (if and only if) 
(i) A is a governor; 
(ii) A m-commands B; 
(iii) 
(iv) Minimality is respected. 
Where governors are (i) heads, 

\ (ii) co-indexed XPs. 

No barrier intervenes between A and B; 

* (Haegeman, 1994: 404) 

(3i) refers to governors as heads. Heads are Xo projections of an X-bar system that 
combine with their complements to form X' and with specifiers to form X ,  the 
maximal projection. Heads are Ns, Vs, Ps, Cs or is. (3ii) refers to m-command 
postulated in Chomsky (1986: 8) and quoted in Haegeman (1994: 152). It is stated as 

follows: 

(4) ' A m-commands B iff A does not dominate B and every X that dominates 
A also dominates 6. 

In (4), X is a maximal projection and not just any kind of node. So, any XP ,can tie an 

m-commanding domain for its constituents. Hence, an IP can m-command [spec, IP] 
and the VP. i>,,oy; . i t rk , ( ,  ('fiijt ({,<ii\,zt. '.., i c i..i'. 8 c L ' .. ' 

In (3iii), --- barriersare~maximal projections. IP, referred to in this work as AGRP, 
is said in the literature to be transparent to outside government. Generally, a node A 

cannot govern into a maximal projection. Such a node can only govern the whole XP 

but not constituents or projections contained in it. 

The minimality condition on government states that 
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(5) A governs 6 if there is no node 2 such that 

(i)- Z is a potential governor for B; 
(ii)- Z m-commands B; 
(iii)- 2 does not m-command A. 

(Rizzi, 1990: 6). 

This condition prevents multiple governors where more than one governor compete 

to govern one X. In such a case, the closest governor wins. 

Theta-government is head government and is the result of theta marking. 
Antecedent government is government by co-indexation and is the result of either 
movement or interpretation. There is also the requirement that traces must be 
properly governed. This is known as the empty category principle (ECP) which states 
as follows : 

(6) Empty category principle 

Traces must be properly governed. 

A properly governs B iff A theta-governs B or A antecedent governs 6. 

(Chomsky, 1986: 17). 

* 1.3.2 THETA THEORY 

This is part of the knowledge of every native speaker and constitutes part of 

the knowledge of the lexicon of any language. It defines the relationship between 

predicates and their NP-arguments generated in a sentence. Theta theory is the 

component of the grammar that oversees the assignment of theta-roles to 

arguments. It only specifies the number of NPs and their type. There is also the theta 
criterion stated in Haegeman (1994: 46) which states as follows : 

(7) Theta criterion 

(i)- Each argument is assigned one and only one theta-role; 

(ii)- Each theta-role is assigned to one and only one argument. 

This means that a one to one relationship obtains between the theta-role assigned by 
a predicate and the NP that receives it. Theta-roles are assigned at D-structure and 
under government. 
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1.3.3 CASE THEORY 

This is the component of the grammar that accounts for the formal properties 

of overt NPs. Theta-roles determine the argument structure of a predicate and not the 
kind of NP that can fit in the various categories. This is the domain of case marking. 

Bach (1973: 100) defines case as "a system whereby the functional relation of a 

nominal element to a verb is indicated by a marker called a case marker which may 

be either an affix or a separate word associated with the nominal element". Case is 

assigned at S-structure and all lexical NPs must be assigned a kind of case in what 

has been called the case filter. 

(8) Case filter 

Every overt NP must be assigned abstract case 

(Haegeman, 1994: 156). 

This means that a sentence will be ungrammatical if there is an NP in it, which is not 

case-marked or is assigned the wrong case. A distinction is made between 

morphological case and abstract case. Morphological case assignment is when 'a  

particular case is identified by a morpheme such as '-m' in English which shows 

accusative case as in 'hi-m' and in 'who-m'. Abstract case is an element of Universal 
Grammar and has no overt morpheme that shows that case has been assigned. 

A case assigner can assign only one kind of case to an NP at a time, that is, 
the same case cannot be assigned to two separate NPs. A single NP cannot receive 
two case assignments. Radford (1981: 354) sums this constraint up in what he calls 
the case conflict filter. .. 

.( 

(9) Case conflict filter 

y No NP can carry more than one case marking. 

The minimality condition applies to case marking. Hence, every maximal 

projection, with the exception of a tenseless IP, that is, any XP, is a governing 
domain and therefore a barrier for outside case marking. A head cannot case-mark 

an element in a maximal projection. However, some languages license the so-called 
exceptional case marking (ECM), according to which some heads govern into XPs 

and case-mark an element in them. This is always when such an NP did not have 
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case for want of a case assigner (as it is the case with tenseless IPS) so as to respect 
(9) above. This is the case with the English verb believe in (10) below : 

(10) I believe , [,,hi; to be a giant] 

1.3.4 Focus PHRASE 
/ - ) /  

This is postulated in Biloa (1995 : 51-89) to account fortih$ data from Tuki. He 
argues that there is a phrasal constituent between CP and IP called F(Ocus) P(hrase) 

which hosts fronted WH-elements even when the C of CP is filled by a lexical 

complementizer as seen in (1 1) below: 

/ 

(11) a. [cp...ee [Fpane odzu [A,,pPuta a --dingam]]] 
who FOC Puta SM love 

(Biloa, 1995 : 71). 
/ '!a;hat who does Puta love 7' 

b. 

1 Act 
A Spec 

C FP 

ee ane odzu Puta a- dingam 
that who FOC Puta SM love 

I.. .that who does Puta love'. 
Biloa (ibid, P. 74) argues that, in spite of the morphological resemblance in 

FOCUS word between WH-fronting and relativisation, relative operators of fronted 

NPs land in spec of CP. He further argues that the so-called relative operators in 
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traditional grammar are Focus words in Tuki which agree in noun class with the 

fronted element. The Focus word is the head of FP and assigns the feature Focus to 

[spec, FP] under government and adjacency. 

1.4 PLAN OF WORK 

This work is divided into five chapters. Chapter One is the general introduction 

in which we introduce the work, set its objectives, state its relevance and determine 

its scope. In it, we also review some theories developed by linguists which will be 

used in the description of the data from Lamnso'. Chapter Two is the presentation of 

the language. In it, we make a sketch of certain processes in Lamnso' that have 

direct relevance to the present study. These include : the linguistic classification of 

Lamnso', the phonology of Lamnso', its noun class system, verbal morphology, word 

order and types of sentences. In Chapter Three, we introduce the data from Lamnso' 

and in it, we describe the processes invotvedin clefl constructions such as V- 

preposing and the occurrence of the copula. We also highlight some issues 

engendered by those processes. Chapter Four handles the discussion of these 

issues and their relation to sentence structure and to some theories postulated by 

linguists. Chapter Five, the general conclusion, makes a summary of the findings and 

shows those that are attributable to Universal Grammar and those that are 

parametrized. 

* 
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CHAPTER TWO 

PRESENTATION OF THE LANGUAGE 

2.1 PRELIMINARIES 

This chapter presents Lamnso' geographically and shows its linguistic 
classification. It also looks at some grammatical aspects of Lamnso' that are going to 
have a bearing on the discussion of clefting in the language. It, therefore, does not go 

into some details that may not have a direct effect on clefting in the language. 

2.1.1 GEOGRAPHICAL SITUATION OF NSO' 

I 

Lamnso' is the language spoken by the Nso' people in the Bui division in the 
North West province of Cameroon. Jy Bui division is made up of five subdivisions 
out of which Lamnso' is spoken in three, namely Kumbo, Jakiri and Mbven 

subdivisions. According to Chem-Langh& and Fanso (1997 : 43), the Nso' Kingdom 
covers an area of about 2,300 square kilometres and has a population of about 

250,000 people. Below, in figure 1, is an administrative map of Cameroon which 

situates !de Bui division within the vast territory of Camoroon. It is seen-in it that-the 

-PledWe&pcnuince isdivided into divisions.. 

three in which Lamnso' is s p o k e n 4  the sole, 17 not, the major language of 

communication. It also indicates the nelghbourgg languages to Lamnso'. According 
to the map, Lamnso' is bounded to the North by the Limbum language in Donga 
Mantum division; to the North East by Mbe and Tikari, spoken in the Nwa subdivision 

in Donga Mantum division; to the East, South East and South by Shupamem, the 

language of the Bamoun people spoken mainly in the Noun division of the Western 

province; to the South West by Wushi and Papiakum spoken in Ngoketunjia division; 

and to the North West by Kuo (Oku) and Noone respectively, spoken in the Oku and 

Noni subdivisions of Bui division. 

* 

0 
Figure 2 is the map of,&JBui division showing its five subdivisions and the li 

___-_ 1 ! I  -- 
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Figure I : Administrative map of Canieroon. 

Source : National Institute of Catthography, Yaounde 
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Fiaure I! : Map of Bui Division. 

Source : National Institute of Carthography, Yaounde 

. L ,  
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' I * ,'Li 43 
2.1.2 THE LINGUISTIC CLnSSlFlCATlON OF LAMNSO' , 

(i 0 * d "&t 65J 
The linguistic classification of Lamnso' is based on the classification of African 

!\ 
languages by Greenberg (1996). He classified African languages f op to bottom - 
into : phyla, sub-phyla, families, sub-families, branches, sub-branches, groups and 
specific languages. His classification was based on a comparative study of 

vocabularies that grouped African languages into affinity groups. 

j ,) 
' 

Although Greenberg (1996) did not mention Lamnso' in his classification, 

Lamnso' has been classified following his approach. The classification of Lamnso' in 

this work follows from the results of the preliminary inventory of the Linguistic Atlas of 

Cameroon (ALCAM) - a national programme involved in research on national 

languages. This programme, born in the University of Yaounde in 1971, set out to 

make an Inventory and classification of all Cameroonian languages and to do 

research on them. In 1993, the programme identified 248 languages in Cameroon. 

Lamnso is numbered 850 in ALCAM (1983) and can be traced from the Niger 

Kordofan phylum, to the Niger Congo sub-phylum, to the Benue Congo family, to the 
Bantoid subfamily, to the Western Grassfield Bantu sub branch to the East Ring 

group and finally to Lamnso' itself. Lamnso', according to Grebe (1984) has no 

dialectal variation. Figure 3 below captures the genealogical tree of Lamnso'. 
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Fiaure 111 : The genealogical tree of Lamnso' based on Greenberg's 
classipcation of African languages. 

Source : Adapted from ALCAM (1983) (pp. 352, 360 and 362). 

African languages 

J. 

Cameroonian languages 

Niger Kordofan phylum, Nib Saharan & Afro-Asiatic phyla 

J. 

Niger Congo subphylum 

J. 

The West Atlantic family, the Benue Congo family, the Adamawa-Oubangui family 

\ 
The Jakunoid, Cross River and Bendi sub families, the Bantoid sub family 

J. 

The Mambiloid branch, the Bantu branch 

J/ 

The Jarawan, Tivoid, Ekoid, Nyang Grass field the Mbam-Tikar and 

and Beboid sub branches sub branch Equatorial-Bantu 

sub branches 

J. 

western Grass field Eastern Grass field 

J. 

Monogroup Menchum group Ring group 

J. 

West ring Centre ring East ring South ring 

J. 
Lamnso' 

(NB No dialects) 
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2.2 PHONOLOGY OF LAMNSO 

Some of the earliest research works on Lamso' are attributed to Grebe (1976, 

1984). These works are essentially phonological works. Grebe (1976) discusses the 
phonological hierarchy of Lamnso', ranking in descending order from the 
phonological utterance (made up of phonological words) to the phonological word 
(made up of syllables) to the syllables made up of phonemes. Grebe (1984) 

discusses noun tone rules. He shows how tones emanate from the nucleus syllables 
and spread to peripheral ones. 

) 

3 

2.2.1 VOWEL SYSTEM 

According to Grebe (1976) and (1984), Lamnso' has six vowels as seen in 

figure 4. 

Flaure IV : Larnnso'vowels (taken from Grebe, 1984 : 24). 

I. ., 
1) ',<? 

P. 

-b The distribution i'wz: of these vowels depends on the syllable structure of the 

language. Grebe (1976 : 10 - 24) says that the Lamnso' word is basically 
monosyllabic. The nucleus syllable (the main syllable) may then take peripheral . 4 
syllables to the left and to the right. The V - segment of the nucleus syllable can take c. 

any other vowel as seen below : 

(1) a. 

J {;i-- 
,\; .b"' .i' c.\ 

. i '], ;1J- 

shbm 'to refuse" c ' -  E;-$, &i 
(r at: 

C. shim "to make little marks" Q+' 

e. kig "pot" 

b. sham "to chew' d &<, -f 

"stripes" [)P d. nshom 

f. clm "smell" (verb) 
The vowels in the "onset peripheral syllables are restricted to / i i  and /e/ as 

seen below : 

(2) a. ki-sham "frog" 

b. ki-ram'kmell" (noun) 

C. vi-sham "frogs" 
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Onset peripherat syllables are noun class markers. The "final peripheral 

syllables" (to the right of the root syllable) are verbal extensions that equally play a 

grammatical function by marking the aspect of the verbs. It can also only take /i/ and 

(3) a. sham-r( "chewing" (distributive aspect) 

i 

/e/. This is seen in (3) below : [ - 3 i  1 i 

b. kuu-nh "abuse one another" (reciprocal) 

One important thing about vowels in Lamnso' that even affect the English 

its speakers is the case of neutralisation of /i/ and /e/ after nasals as speech of 

seen below : 

(4) a. (i) mindzgv "water" 
(ii) mendz6v "water" 

b. (i) tooe "crying" 
(ii) tor# "crying" 

c. (i) Tumi 

(ii) Tume 
} Proper name 

* 2.2.2 CONSONANT SYSTEM 

Figure 5 below shows the various consonants that exist in the language. 

Fiaure V : L m r r i s o '  c*ot~sonntils (taken from Grebe, 1984 : 30). 

It is necessary to note, at this point, that for typographical reasons, the consonants of 
Lamnso' have been represented in works of Lamnso' with the following system : 

v 
(5) a. tJ+ c d. 84 gh 

b. d3+ j e. ~14 ny 
C. I-+ sh f. 2 + '  
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This not being the forum to discuss the writing system of Lamnso', and given 

its readability and convenience, the system is adopted and will be used through out 

this work. 

The distribution of consonants in Lamnso' also depends, according to Grebe 
(1976) on the syllable-structure of the language. "Nucleus syllables" with a CVC 

structure will have the onset segment filled by any consonant in the language. The 

coda segment will be restricted to the following consonants : /m, v, n, r, y, 9, 2/ 

Class I1 syllables, that is, the onset peripheral syllables of the word with the 

CVC structure like in "Kimfer" will have the onset segment "C" filled by /m, v, sh, k/ 

and the coda segment filled by Im, n IJl as in (6) below : 

(6) a. kin-ten;not i well balanced" 

b. viq-gom "plantains" 
c. kim-fedpory" 

The final peripheral syllable with a CVC structure will have its onset segment 

filled by Im, v, t, s, n, r, y, k, 9, I/ and the coda segment filled by Im, n, r, y/ as seen in 

(7) below : 

(7) a. na-nin "to get (oneself) up 
b. be-'em "break" 

c. biq-kir "turn round" 
d. t h r i  "cut into pieces" 

2.3 VERBAL MORPHOLOGY 

Tense is indissociable from the tone system in Lamnso' because most of the 

tenses are marked by a modification of the tone on the verb. This could be explained 

by the fact that certain tenses have their grammatical morphemes or auxiliaries 

erased and the tone remains floating and consequently affects the tone on the verb. 

Lamnso' has three tones : high (9, mid (-) and low 0. These tones can combine to 

form contours such as low-high (v) and high-low (A). The basic tones of the language 

are shown in the following infinitival forms : 

(8) a. f6 lim "to work" 
b. f6 y i  "to eat" 
c. f6 b6' "to break" 



"FB" is the infinitive marker. It will be seen below that the various tenses are 
marked by the modification of the tones on the verbs. 

2.3.1 SOME VERBAL TONEMES AND MORPHEMES 

2.3.1.1 The Present Progressive Tense 

There is a high floating tone that forms contours with the tones on the verbs. LJ iLq/, . i  

b. Chin lim 
#/-I 

H L 
c---.Chin .... .... rim , -  

b6' 
break 

@()?/-d. .i'. p,, y'&) Chin 

c 1.: (;.p *' ', {&Chin is.bre7king a -.,... stick?' .. 

It is also necessary to note that tense 
form because there is no subject verb argreement as seen in (10) below :. 

~. .. 
, p'.". - 

(10) a. m lirn slim 
i work farm 
"I am working on the farm" 

b. a lirn slim 
YOU work farm 
"you are working on the farm" 

C. Wh lirn slim 
"He is working on the farm" 

d. vbr lim slim 
"we are working on the farm" 

e. v8n ITm sbm 
"you are working on the farm" 

f. awlini lim s6m 
"they are working on the farm" 

2.3.1.2 The Present Tense 

This is marked by the habitual morpheme "yip plus the tone of the verb in the 

present progressive form. 
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(11) Chin YiF lirn sljm 
Chin habRual marker work farm 
"Chin works on the farm" 

2.3.1.3 The Past Tense 

This is marked by a morpheme with a high tone. This morpheme can either be 

the lengthening of the final vowel of the subject (if the subject ends in a vowel) or the 

addition of /i/ on the subject (if it ends in a consonant). In both cases, the morpheme 
carries a high tone. It is the case that this high tone spreads to the verb and the 

original tone of the verb delinks, especially if we compare (12) below with (9) above 

(12) a. Chin4 I im slim 
Chin PT work farm 
"Chin worked on the farm" 

b. pit&-& lirn slim 
Peter PT work farm 
"Peter worked on the farm" 

c. Chin - i lirn sum 
I I I 
H c H 

d. Chin - i lirn 
------cI 

H L H 

sum 
I 
H 

I .  
H L 

. f. Chin - i lirn sum 
1- I 
H H 

Jm 0 Chin - i 

g. Chin - i I im slim 

(12 c) - (9) above show the derivation of (12 a). 

2.3.1.4 The Future Tense 

It is marked by the future marker "yii" plus the verb in its infinitive form. 

(13) Chin yii lirn slim 
Chin FUT work farm 
"Chin will work on the farm" 

2.3.1.5 The Present Perfect Tense 

It is marked by the downstepping of the infinitive tone on the verb to a low 
" tone. The low tone cannot go further down. 
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(14) a. Chin lim sum 
Chin work farm 
"Chin has worked on the farm 

b. Chin Y i  kiban 
Chin eat fufu 
"Chin has eaten fufu" 

2.3.1.6 The Future Progressive 

In addition to the future tense in 2.3.1.4 above, this tense is marked by the 

insertion of an additional morpheme "ti" after "yip' as seen below : 

(15) a. Chin yii a lim sirm 
Chin FLIT work farm 
'Chin will be working on the farm" 

b. Chin yii a yi kiban 
Chin FUT eat fufu 
"Chin will be eating fufu" 

2.3.2 SOME VERBAL EXTENSIONS 

(''{ It has already been seen that / "final peripheral syllables" play a grammatical 

role in Lamnso' by marking aspect. Grebe (1984 : 40) provides the following verb 

structure : 

,-----__ I - 
I 

(16) root stem 
suffix 1 suffix 2 

# 
-kir 
-nin 
-ti 
-ri 
-si 
-sin 
-tir 
-im 
-ir 
-iy 

c v (VI (C) + (C) v (c) v (c) 

Accordingly, a verb like rnAy "to finish" will have the following forms : 

(17) a. may "finish" (intransitive) 
b. may-kir "finish" (distributive) 
c. may-kid "finish" (perfective) 
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d. may-ir "finish" (causative) 
e. may-sin "finish" (inchoative) 
f. mky-si "finish" (transitive) 

Grebe (1984 : 50) provides the following processes of syllable attachment .to 

(18) a. k6' "to climb" 
b. k6' + ir - - k6' 6r "to raise" 
c. k6' +t i  - - k6' t i  "to move aside" 
d. k6' + sin - - k6'sin "to sweet up" 
e. k6'+ nin = k6' nin "to rise" (up) 

the root using the verb ko'"to climb" : 

Note that when "4" is attached to a verbal root ending in a vowel, the /I/ 

disappears and gives rise to the lengthening of the verbal root vowel : 

(19) a. dit +ir = dit itr "to cause to go" - 
b. ba + ir - - &A a r  "to cause to go mad  

2.4 THE NOUN CLASS SYSTEM IN LAMNSO' 

Not all nouns in Lamnso' have overt noun class prefixes. However, Grebe 
(1984 : 51) argues that all the nouns in the language can be classified on the basis of 

the concord markers they provoke on other grammatical categories. He provides the 
following classification of nouns for Lamnso' : 

Fiaure V I  : Noun class classiJcation in Lamnso' (adapted from Grebe : 1984) 

1) 

7 I Ki- 8 vi- 
19 Shi- I I I 6(a) mi- 

(20) shows the noun classes attached to their roots 

(20) a. class 1 
singular plural 

class 2 
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b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

-1al.J 
-wiy 
-16mln 
class 3 
-t& 
CL 5 
-ten 
CL 9 
-1m 
vjn 
CL 7 
-kit6 
CL 19 
-shlsh6r 

"pot" 
"woman" 
"man" 

"hut" 

"palm tree" 

"house" 
"breast" 

"head" 

"pepper" 

8-181) 
vi-kiy 
vi-16m 
class 10 
triv-si 
CL 10 
t e n 4  
CL 10 
lav-si 
vin-si 
CL 8 
vitir 
CL 6 (a) 
mish6r 

"pots" 
"women 
'men" 

"huts" 

"palm trees" 

"houses" 
"breasts" 

"heads" 

"peppers" 

The notion of overt and covert noun class affixes is crucial in the syntax of 

Lamnso'. This concerns, particularly, the subject marker position. Only overtly noun- 
class-marked nouns take a subject marker. In other words, covertly noun-class- 

marked nouns do not take subject markers. The node in a sentence is, therefore, 

realised as 0 as seen below : . 
(21) a. kirnbhg ki yi kiban 

whiteman SM eat fufu 
"The whiteman is eating fufu" 

b. Chin 0 y i  kiban 
~ 

Chin SM eat fufu . ~. 

"Chin is eating fufu" 

2.5 WORD - ORDER OF LAMNSO' 

Consider 

(22) a. 

b. 

C. 

the following sentences : 

Chin wiy i 
Chin come 
"Chin is coming" 
Chin yi kiban 
Chin eat fufu 
"Chin is eating fufu" 
Chin fo kiban 

: 1,: I 

i Bih 

I .. . 
1 . '  , I , '  ! . !  .- , 

Chin give fufu to Bih 
"Chin is giving fufu to Bih" 
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d. Chin f6 Bih k l b h  
Chin give Bih fufu 
"Chin is giving Bih fufu" 

Chin mad 
"Chin is mad  

Chin mad-CAUS children 
"Chin made the children to be mad" 

e. Chin b& 

f. Chin ba-6r won 

(22) shows that Lamnso' is an S V 0 language and that, in (22a) one place 
predicates exist. (22b) shows that two place predicates also exist. (22c) and (22d) 
show that three place predicates are also in the language.$(22$ shows that, when the (. . ~ ~ 

form of a verb is modified by a causative suffix, the argument structure is altered. 

These rules will be formalized as shown below : 

. .- . .~ 

. .  , ... . .. . 

(23) S - NP VP 
NP- N 

VP-F {V (NP) (NP) 

(PPN 
NP , PP- P 

It is also necessary to look at phrasal constituents more closely. 

2.5.1 THE SUBJECT NP 
1 :: ..~ 

Consider the following sentences : @~=::!<: 
(24) a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

Chin 0 yi kiban 
Chin SM eat fufu 
"Chin is eating fufu" 
kimb81) k i  yi kiban 
whiteman SM eat fufu 
"The whiteman is eating fufu" 
himbaq kiy k i  yi kiban 
whiteman that SM eat fufu 
"That whiteman is eating fufu" 
vimbag vibaa vi yi kiban 
white man two SM eat fufu 
"Two whitemen are eating fufu" 
[NPkimbB1), kt? [,pkff wiyin f6n]]ki yi kiban 
white man that he come here SM eat fufu 
"The whiteman, who [,,\came here] is eating fufu" 



I, by& 3 d pronouns exist in the language. It may be the case-that the lexical complementiser, , 
ke in (24e) prevents the moved NP from properly governing (through antecedent 

government) its trace. (24a) and (24b) show that there is a phras between theJ 1~ l 

subject NP and the VP, and that its overt realisation depends on whether the noun I , l,l@jzi; 

class has an overt noun class marker. This element is the head of Agreement Phrase k+-< 4 I 

since it comes as the result of agreement with the noun class of the subject NP. 

_-- - _  

2.5.2 THE VERB PHRASE 

2.5.2.1 Constituents Left of the VP 

Immediately to the left of the verb is the tense morpheme (if it exists) which 
cannot be separated from the verb by another constituent as seen in (25) below : 

(25) a. Chin yii lim slim 
Chin FUT work farm 
"Chin will work on the farm" 

b. * Chinyii yb' lim sirm 
Chin FUT NEG work farm 
"Chin will not work on the farm" * 

The ungrammaticality of (25b) is explained by the fact that a constituent 

separates the tense morpheme from its verb. This could be construed as the violation 

of the adjacency requirement between the verb and its tense morpheme. Such a 
requirement will state as follows : 

(26) A tense morpheme must be adjacent to the left of the verb. 

This requirement is crucial for this study for it will be shown in the next chapter 
that verb movement is accompanied by INFL. 

Another leftward constituent to the VP is the negative marker (NEG) which 
precedes the tense morpheme as shown below : 

(27) Chin yb' yii lim slim 
Chin NEG FUT work farm 
"Chin will not work on the farm" 

One other constituent that comes to the left of the VP is "sa" (whether). It is 
necessary to note that "whether" in Lamnso' is realised through the following formula: 

(28) [,p...[cpdZi I,,... sa.. .[,V.. .]]]a] 



(28) shows that it is the combination of "dzi" (that) and "sa" in the embedded 
clause that is equivalent to the English "whether". (29) below shows that, between 
"yo"' (not) and "sa", it does not matter which one comes first. 

(29) a. . . . dzi Chin yb' Sa kor) Bih a 
that Chin NEG whether love Bih Qm 
"whether Chin does not love Bih" 

that Chin whether not love Bih Qm 
b. . . . dzi Chin sa yb' kot) Bih a 

"whether Chin does not love Bih" 

2.5.2.2 Constituents to the Right of VP 

As seen above and repeated here for convenience' sake as (30), the VP has 

the following structural description : 

(30) VP+ {V (NP) (NP) 
(PP)) 

Other rightward VP- constituents are non - V - complements such as adjuncts 

of time, of place and of manner as seen below : 

(31) a. Chin fo kiban i Biy Ian 
% Chin give fufu to Bih today 

"Chin is giving fufu to Bih today" 

Chin give fufu to Bih at palace 
'Chin is giving fufu to Bih at the palace" 

"Chin is giving fufu to Bih today at the palace" 

Chin eat fufu fast fast 
"Chin is eating fufu very fast" 

b. Chin f6 kiban i Biy i nto 

c. Chin f6 kiban i Biy Ian i nto 

d. Chin yi hiban cercer 

Other adverbs such as "kin" and "tamb6" which mean "perhaps" and "maybe" 
come at sentence initial position as seen in (32). 

(32) a. kin Chin wiyi 
perhaps Chin come 
"perhaps Chin is coming" 

b. tamb6 Chin wiyi 
perhaps Chin come 
"perhaps Chin is coming 
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Wir 

ki, shi, yi, s i  etc 

VBr 

ven 

awirni 

2.5.3 OBJECT NPs 

One peculiar thing about object NPs in Lamnso' is that the language has nor 
got object pronouns for NPs with the feature [ + accusative, - animate ] as seer 

he I she wljn him I her 

it 0 , it 

we ver us 

YOU ven YOU ! 
they awirni them I 

, 

below : 

(33) a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

Chin yi kiban 
Chin eat fufu 
"Chin is eating fufu" 
Chin y i  0(pro) 
Chin eat 
"Chin is eating it" 
Chin k6r-j Bih 
Chin love Bih 
"Chin loves Bih" 
Chin k6r) wirn 
Chin love her 
"Chin loves her" 

'i , 
The empty space in (33b) is recovered by context. ; ,  (;, ,! 

. .  Figure 7 below shows personal pronouns in the language and their nominative .--: 

and objective forms. 

Figure Vu : Lamnso'pcrsonal prr~nouns. 

Nominative Objective 

m I mo me 

Unlike subject NPs, object NPs do not have resumptive pronouns copied into 

\ 
spaces vacated by them as seen in (34) below : 

(34) a. Chin k6q Bih 
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Chin love Bih 
"Chin loves Bih" 

b. Biy w6 Chin kBrJi- 
Bih that Chin love 
'Bih that Chin loves" 

2.5.4 THE PP 

The main prepositions in Lamnso' are i which means either "to", "at", "in" or I 
"on" and fo which means "from". Prepositions can assign dative, genitive, locative 
and instrumental case as seen below : 

(35) a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

Chin fo hiban i Bih 
Chin give fufu to Bih 
"Chin is giving fufu to Bih' (dative case) 
klban k6 Chin 
fufu of Chin 
"Chin's fufu" (genitive case) 
Chin dQ i shi kur 
Chin go to school 
"Chin is going to school" (locative case) 
Chin wiy fo shi klir 
Chin come from school 
"Chin is coming from school" (locative case) 
Chin yi kibdn i shibun shi 
Chin eat fufu at spoon INSTR. Marker 
"Chin is eating fufu with a spoon" (instrumental case) 

In (35e),it is the combination of the preposition [and the noun class agreement 
after the noun that shows that the noun is being assigned instrumental case. Unlike 
in English, Lamnso' prepositions do not assign agentive case. Hence, "by - phrases" 
do not exist in the language. This may partially explain why NP-movement processes 

such as passivisation are impossible in the language. It will be shown in the next 

chapter that one of the uses of clefting in Lamnso' is to replace passivisation (a kind 
of paraphrasing). 

When NPs are extracted from PPs, resumptive pronouns come in to fill the 
' . ~, ' (., ." k, . 

1 
traces as seen below : 1~;) ) , ~ A )  1 (' ~ I 

(36) a. *Bih wo Chin fo Hban i 
Bih that Chin give fufu to -., 

s;t. :, :,' . , : c' 
,b< ,,, "Bih whom Chin is giving fufu to" , , .  I. I , , ~ 

,$, , , < , !  1 

<,I , \ . ,  u i i . ! .  I 
I ,\ 

i t .  . , 
,~~ . $  <; 

\ I  ' ' , I  ' 1 >, 
1 

~. 

i 
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b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

Bih I w6 Chin f6 kiban 
Bih to that Chin give fufU 
"Bih ot whom Chin is giving fufu" 
Bih wo Chin f6 kiban (sho) 
Chin that Chin give fufu Resumptive Pronoun 
"Bih to whom Chin is giving fufu" 
she Chin yi kibBn sho 
spoon that Chin eat fufu Resumptive Pronoun 
"The spoon with which Chin is eating fufu" 
shikirr she Chin wiy fo fo 
school that Chin come from Resumptive Pronoun 
"The school from which Chin is coming" $0 

The u n g r a m m a t ~ ~ ~ Y _ o f . . ( ~ ~ a ~ - ~ n ~ - ( ~ ~ ~ ~ s h o ~ . . t h ~ ~ . ,  both preposi~p_..strandipg.. 
-___ and pied-piping .... are impossible .~ . processes ~ ~ . . .  in the .~. language. . (36e), which is a 

transformation of (35d),clearly shows an example of a resumptive pronoun. As it wili 

be seen below, sh-o is made up of two morphemes. "sh-" which replaces "i" and "b" 
the resumptive pronoun proper. 

(37) a. IAv ye Chin dze i barn 0 
house that chin sit at behind resumptive pronoun 
"The house behind which Chin is sitting" 

back house that Chin sit Resumptive Pronoun 
"The back of the house where Chin is sitting" 

% 

b. barn I& w 6  Chin dze sho 

It is, therefore, clear that the deletion of "i" is recoverable through "sh". Hence, 
it is "6" that is the resumptive pronoun. 

2.6 SENTENCE TYPES 

2.6.1 DECLARATIVE SENTENCES 

It has been seen in 2.5 that Lamnso' is an SVO language and that the 

(37) a. S ., NP AGRP 
structure of its kernel sentences will read like (37). 

b. AGRP 3 AGR VP 
C. NP 3 N (S') 

d. VP + V (NP) (NP) 
(PP) 

e. PP + P NP 

(Dei) 
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2.6.2 INTERROGATIVE SENTENCES 

2.6.2.1 Yes / No Questions 

This question type is formed by adding a question marker 'W' at the end of a 
declarative sentence. It should be noted that "8" here has a low tone and is different 

from the "A" of (28) and (29) which is that of an indirect question and has a high tone. $ 

(39) a. Chin kor) Bih a 
Chin love Bih QM 
"Does Chin love Bih ?" 

b. Chin yi Hban a 
Chin eat fufu QM 
"Is Chin eating fufu ?" 

2.6.2.2 WH -Questions 

. 

Lamnso' has got about six WH-question words that are used as shown below : 

(40) a. ka (things) 'what" 
b. la (persons) "who" 

c. f8 (place) "where' 
d. le (manner) "how' 
e. ghhnka (time) "when" (what time) 
f.  kini, Vini, sink etc "which" (depending on the noun class of the 

noun in question). 

These question words can remain at base, that is, be echo questions as seen 

(41) a. Chin kog 18 

' I - , ' [  i r  I f 1  
- . - 

below : 

Chin love who 
"Chin loves who ?" 

Chin eat what 
"Chin is eating what ?" 

b. Chin yi ka 

Unlike in English, when question words move to COMP, another 
transformation inserts a Copula "dzV before them without which the sentence is 

ungrammatical as seen below : 

(42) a. W 18 w6 Chin kaqi 
Who that Chin love 
"who does Chin love ?" 
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b. dze la w6 Chin kBqi 
is who that Chin loves 
"who does Chin love ?" I 

It should also be noted that, unlike in English, when a WH - phrase lands in 
[speciP], the complementlser "that" fills the head position, C. 

2.6.3 EMBEDDED SENTENCES 

In Lamnso', only tensed IPS can be embedded, that is, verbs do not take 

infinitival clauses as complements, save for the case of Equi - NP - Deletion. The 

embedded clauses are that (dzi)-clauses and take two forms : declarative (with only 
"dzi") and interrogative (with "dzi" and o o s & Y ~ ~ e - f o ~ m u l a  - in (281)- 

(43) a. Chin t&' fB lim s6m 
Chin want to work farm 
"Chin wants to work on the farm" 

b. *Chin tri' Biy (fa) llm slim 
Chin want Bih to work farm 
"Chin wants Bih to work on the farm" 

c. Chin tV dzi Biy lim sum 
Chin want that Bih work farm 
"Chin wants that Bih should work on the farm" 

d. Chin dzer dzi Bih sa lim slim a 
I Chin ask that Bih whether work farm QM 

"Chin is asking whether Bih is working on the farm" 

(43a) shows that an infinitival clause can be the complement of a verb iff its 

subject is equal to that of the verb in the matrix clause. This is buttressed by the 
ungrammaticality of (43b). (43c) shows that, otherwise (when the subjects of two 
clauses are different), only that-complements are permitted. (43d) IS the case of an 

embedded clause that is interrogative. Embedding in Lamso' can be formalized as 

follows : 

(44) an IP with the feature [-tense] cannot be em3edded nor take a subject NP 

unless such an NP is a null element (PRO) controlled by or co-indexed 
with another NP in [spec, IP] of its matrix clause. 
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2.7 SUMMARY 

In this chapter, we have seen that, at the level of auto segmental phonology, 
when a segment disappears in Lamnso', its tone affects the tone of neighbouring 

words. This notion has helped us in the analyses of verbal morphology in the 

language. We have seen that, apart from few cases where morphemes actually exist, 

tense in the language is marked by tonal-modifications, we have also seen that the 

notion of covert and overt noun class markers is important in the language because 
the AGRP depends on il for its overt realisation. We have also established some 
rules of the base component in Lamnso' and have concluded that Lamnso' is an SVO 

language as well as have examined constituents to the left and right of the verb and 

their ordering. We have also looked at some T-rules in the language under which we 

discovered that resumptive pronouns exist in Lamnso' when elements are extracted 

from certain categories such as subject NPs and PPs; that preposition stranding and 

piedpiping are, therefore, impossible in the language; and that object pronouns for 
inanimate direct objects do not exist. We have also seen how, from declarative 

sentences, questioning and embedding are achieved. The next chapter looks at the 

way clefting is achieved in Lamnso' and the novel concepts that are needed to talk 
about it and how they could be analysed. 

-id e'i Y\ I 

8 

I 
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CHAPTER THREE 

V- PREPOSING AND COPULA INSERTION 
I I 

INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this chapter is to provide an observationally adequate analysis of 

the Lamnso' data in relation to clefting. Its focus is to bring out those processes and 

novel concepts that are involved in clefting in the language. I], therefore," pxamines 

what happens to subject NPs, to object NPs, to PPs, to AGRPs and to adjuncts when 

they are given focus prominence in the language. It is divided into two sections. 
Section one deals with V-preposing, its uses, preposable verbs ahd the effect of verb 

movement on other constituents that surround the verb. Section two looks at copula- 

insertion and its uses. It also examines the expletive -a that occurs at base and its 
deletion in sentence initial position. 

Riemsdijk and Williams (1986 : 102) provide the following formula in (la} for 
clefting in English that will yield the sentence in (lb) : 

(1) a. It be NP S' 

(lb) shows that to put a Constituent in focus position involves move - wh. This 
chapter shows that cleft constructions in Lamnso' Fave some similarities to as well as 
some parametric variations with English and some Bantu languages of the Grassfield 
region as captured in (2) below : 

(2) a. Similarities : 

* j \,L 8 

t \3 h 
I YQkn c k- , I'? c' 

b. It is John, that I like e, 

__ - - /__--- 

(i) 
(ii) 

Parametric variations concern the following domains : 

(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
(iv) 

it may involve move alpha and 
for a constituent to be put in focus, it needs that a verb comes 
before it. 

the origin of the verb that precedes the focus constituent; 
Where the verb moves to; 
The structure of the clause after v-movementtand 
The structural requirement that de&% the expletive in sentence 
initial position. 

b. 
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3.1 V-PREPOSING 

3.1.1 THE USE OF V-PREPOSING 

Movement of the verb to sentence initial position in many languages such as 
vata (Koopman, 1984) and Tuki (Biloa, 1995)'has been linked to predicate clefting in 
which the verb is given focus. In Lamnso', V-movement does not place the verb in 

focus position but gives the elements it precedes focus prominence [see (7b) below]. 

Another use of V-preposing in Lamnso' consists in . paraphrasing passive 
constructions in a language where passivisation is virtually absent. The IanguageJhas d$-*( L5 LL 

I,i' ~ .i v.. 
not got passive verbs as in...Eng(ish or passive morphemes as  in some African ,) , . , , r  I ,.. ' ' j  

,langu ages,We ._ ~ a u a  ... ~lso_.seen.. jn-,Chapter.-Two-.that by-phrases dcnot exist 
Lamnso' since a preposition cannot assign agentive case,,The nearest translation 

or.-substitute . . . . . .  for an ....... English passive construction is the cleft construction as 

demonstrated . . . . . . . . . . . . .  below in (4) with .. the sentence in (3) : 

(4) a. John k6rJ a dze Mary 
John love it is Mary 
'It is Mary that John loves' 

b. dze Mary wo John k6qi 
is . Mary that John love 
'It is the Mary that John loves' 

- 

. .~ . -~ . - _  

. . . . . . . . .  ....... ~. . .  ........ ~ . -- - .  ), , ' 3  I,,' , 
.~~ ,L 

t i  [ < l y ~ ~ ' , , L  h 

1,' . 

1 j.? 'i~,.L.-c 
. . , ,  ~ ..~ 

.- ..-. . . . . .  

(3) Mary is loved (by John) .I i i  c., , L,L\ i 

'I. 

If the normal order of agentive is adjusted to give it terminal weight (Quirk and 
Greenbaum, 1979 : 41 1) as in the English sentences below : 

(5) a. Who makes these chairs ? 

then in Lamnso', this is done either by preposing the verb or by inserting the copula 
(see section 3.3 below) in front of the relevant element. 

b. They are made by JOHN. 

As it will be seen later on, V-preposing typically concerns subject NPs. The 
verb of the sentence is preposed to the left of the subject NP following the formula in 

(6) : 

(6) NP-AGRP-V-NP+V- NP - NP 
U 
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(7) and (8) below provide examples that fit in the frame in (6). The focused word is 
indicated by capital letters. 

(7) a. himbag k i  0 k6g Bih 
whiteman SM ' TNS love Bih 
'The whiteman loves Bih' 

b. k6r-j KIMBAN Bih 
.c I 

I I 

love whiteman Bih 
'It is the whiteman who loves Bih' 

(8) a Chin 0 0 k6r-j Bih 
Chin AGR TNS love Bih 
'Chin loves Bih' 

b K8r) CHIN- Bih 
I 

love Chin Bih 
'It is Chin that loves Bih' 

In the (b)-examples in (7) and (6), the verb has been put in front of the subject NP to 
give it focus prominence, as-seen-from-thefaet-tkat the NPs are written in-capita4 

clettew. Another proof is that, if (ab) had to be turned into a question by replacing 

KIMBAN-'whiteman' by a question word Id 'who' and if one word were needed tc 

answer such a question, it will be kimbdg as seen in (9) below : 

(9) a k6q la- Bih 
love who Bih 
'who loves Bih' 

*i 

or 'it is who that loves Bih' 
b himbar) ' 

'The whiteman' 
I 

V-preposing may be explained by the fact that a verb is within reach (it will be shown 

in 3.2 below that when a verb is not within reach, other processes apply) and the 
verb{moves from its base position to sentence initial position, a position which is out 
of its govening domain. This is meant to satisfy a requirement in the language 

whereby a verb must ccme before a constituent in order to put that contituent in 

focus. This requirement is captured, in the meantime, by the following formula for 
cleft construction in Lamnso': 

I 
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(10) shows that V-preposing is basically a local transformation because the moved 

verb must be subladent to the subject NP it puts into focus. Hence, a preposed verb 

cannot go very far, that is a verb in a subordinate clause cannot put an NP in subject 

position in the main clause in focus nor can kSg focus semantically kimbcirj in (1 1 b) 

as shown below : 

(1 1) a. [,,,Peter ta' [CPdzi [nG,pkimbdrj ki k6rj Bih]]] 
Peter want that whiteman SM love Bih 

'Peter wants that the whiteman should love Bih' 

LA,,\ ( '  i L ' 

U%"-- *.=- 

b "Kdr~ [,,,Peter ta' [,,dzi [,,,kirnbarJ - Bihlll + 
love Peter want that whiteman Bih 

3.1.2 PREPOSOBLE VERBS 

There is no restriction on verbs that may be preposed in Lamnso'. Hence, all 

verbs are preposable in the language as seen below : 

a. . 
b. 

ii) 
a. 

b. 

iii) 
a. 

b. 

i) The copula 

Chin dze kimbag 
Chin is white man 
' Chin is a white man" 

dze Chin - kimbaq 
is Chin white man 
'It is Chin that is a white man ' 
One - argument verbs 
Chin wiyi 
Chin come 
'Chin is coming' 
wiy Chin - 
Come Chin 
'It is Chin that is coming' 
Two - argument verbs 
Chin yi kiban 
Chin eat fufu 
'Chin is eating fufu' 
yi Chin - kiban 
eat Chin fufu 
"It is Chin that is eating fufu" 
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iv) Three - argument verbs 
a. Chin f6 Bih kiben 

Chin give 6ih fufu 
'Chin is giving 6ih fufu 

b. f6 Chin - Bih kiban 
give Chin Bih fufu 
'It is Chin who is giving Bih fufu' 

* 
The ungrammaticality of (1%) shows that the verb cannot move with its 

components or other constituents that come after it. Hence, VP-fronting is impossible 
in Lamnso'. 

One interesting thing about V-preposing in Lamnso' is that the verb moves 

with all sentence constituents (maximal projections) to its left except the NP as seen 
below (it will be seen later on that INFL is exploded in Lamnso' such that AGR and 
TNS are heads of distinct phrases) : 

(14) a. Chin 0 yi i  f6 Bih kib6n la'n 

-- -- 

Chin SM FUT give Bih fufu today 
'Chin will give Bih fufu today' 

b. yii f6 Chin Bih kiban IZn 
FUT give Chin Bih fufu today 
'It is Chin that will give Bih fufu today' 

C. * f6 Chin 0 y 8  _____ Bih kib6n 

give Chin SM FUT Bih fufu 

3.1.3 ACCOMPANYING CONSTITUENTS 

V- preposing is head - movement, that is, the head of VP moves and leaves 
behind all the contituents that it precedes, that is, complements to the right of the 

verb. We can, therefore,, conclude that all rightward constituents (NPs and adjuncts) 

of the VP (the maximal projection of V) are not involved in the movement. 

(13) a. Chin [,,f6 kiban I Bih l2n], 
Chin give fufu to Bih today 
'Chin is giving tutu to Bih today' 

give fufu to Bih today Chin 
*'Giving the fufu to Bih today is Chin' 

b. [,,fd kiban i Bih Ian] Chin [,---I 

la'n 

today 
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(1 5) a. 

b. 

kimbir) k i  yii f6 k ib in i 
white man SM FUT give fufu to  

The white man will give fufu to Bih'. 
yii f6 kirnbiiq ____ k ib in  i Bih 

FUT give white man fufu to Bih 

'It i s  the white man that will give fufu to Bih'. 

Bih 

Bih 

In (146) above, yK fd 'will give' has movdto sentence-initial position. This 

shows that the TP moves ~.., , obligatorily with the verb as seen in the ungrammaticality of 

(14c) where TNS is left behind. Notice that in (15b), the subject marker or AGR does 

it disappears). 

--,As. .. ".7 ,,.. .. .. 

not move with the verb and tense. Rather, it disappears (in chapter 4, we explain why 'I/ I' (G 

The negative phrase also accompanies the moved verb. Consider the 

sentences in (1 6) below : 

(16) a. kimbdt) ki yo' yii ft5 kiban i Bih 
white man ACR NEC FUT give fufu to Bih 

The white man will not give fufu to Bih'. 

b. yo' yii f6 kimbar) _____ k ib in  i Bih 
NEC FUT give white man fufu to Bih 
'It is not the white man that will give fufu to Bih'. 

% 

It is, therefore, clear, from (16a) above that in Lamnso', there are a NEGP and 7. 
.d 0 

7. ~ ~~ ~~ ~ ~~~ . ~ ~ ~ .  
l a TP between the subject NP and the VP as shown in the phrase marker in (17) 

below : 
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C 
L 

spec 

N EG 

Spec A T' 

T P 

KimbBt) Ki YO' yii fo kiban i Bih i 
Whiteman AGR NEG FUT give \ fufu to Bih 

'The white man will not give fufu to Bih'. 

The above representation is in accordance witb the principle of the exploded 

INFL node as proposed by Pollock (1989) and Haegernan (1994). The generation of 
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yii under the T-node provides the tense of the verb. Equally, the generation of yo' 

under the NEG-node renders the sentence a negative one. 

Another element that moves with the verb is sa, the whether-particle. Consider 
the sentences in (18) below : 

(18) a. m dzer dzi Chin sa yo' yii f6 Bih kib6n 6 
I ask that Chin whetherNEG FUT give Bih fufu QM 
'I am asking whether Chin will not give Bih fufu'. 

b. m dzer dzi Chin yo' sa yii f6 Bih kiban a 

I ask that Chin NEG whether FUT give Bih fufu QM 
'I am asking whether Chin will not give Bih fufu'. 

C. m dzer [cpdzi [sa yo' yii fo] Chin ____ Bih kib6n a] - 
I ask that whether NEG FUT give Chir Bih fufu QM 
'I am asking whether it is not Chin that will give Bih fufu'. 

In (laa), sa, the whether-particle, comes before yo'the negation marker. But in 

(lab), sa comes after yo'without any change in meaning. This shows that it does not 

matter whether sa comes before or after yo' in a sentence. (18c) shows that sa 
equally moves with the verb. Note that sa can occur without the negation marker as 

seen in (19) below : 

(19) m dzer dzi Chin sa yii koq Bih 6 

* 

I ask that Chin whether FUT love Bih QM 
'I am asking whether Chin will love Bih'. 

The questions arising from (18)above are : what is the status of sa and where 
is it generated in a sentence. Is-sa a head 7 First consider the formula for embedding 

an indirect interrogative sentence that captures (18a) and (lab). 

(20) Formula for embedding indirect interrogative clailses 

[*e, 1.. [,,dzi . . . sa ... a]] 

The formula in (20) shows that, as seen in (18a) and (lab), it is the 
combination of dzi 'that', sa, the whether-particle,and a, the question marker that 

yields the so-called 'whether' in English. This means that sa is syntactically bound to 

the lexical complementizer dzi'that'. It is, therefore, an obligatory particle generated 

in the embedded clause of indirect interrogative clauses when verbs like dzer, 'ask' 
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and gha 'wonder' subcategorize for it. Sa is, consequmtly, not a head. Given its 

changing position as seen in (18a) and (lab), we may not prescribe a permanent 
position for it. 

If sa is not a head as argued above, where then is it generated in the sentence 
? We postulate that sa is generated either in [spec, NEGP] or in [spec, TP] when ever 

the verb subcategorizes for it and dzf'that' appears in COMP following the formula in 
(20) above: This looks suspicious since Spec-positions are positions for phrasal 
categories. But if we apply Biloa's (1995 : 129) specifier identity condition, the 

appearance of sa in Spec-position will be licensed. 

(21) Specifier Identity Condition 

Specifiers of functional maximal projections are unspecified with respect to the 
identity of the element they must host. 

This is further buttressed by the fact that no other element in Lamnso' can co- 
appear in this position and whether in English also appears in [spec, CP]. (22) is the 

phrase marker of (19) above : 

* 
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AGRP 

AG R' 

AGR TP 
I 
To-- VP 
I I 
T v-CP 

m 

I ask that Chin AGR whether FUT love Bih QM 

'I am asking whether Chin will love Bih?' 

The above analyses show that the verb moves with the following constituents 

that appear before it, that is, to its left : TNS and NEG (which may carry sa, the 

whether-particle, in one of the spec positions). 

3.1.4 THE EFFECT OF V-PREPOSING ON OTHER CONSTITUENTS 

It has been shown above that the verb moves with some phrasal constituents 

to its left. Given that this kind of movement displaces other constituents like tense 

that equally have a grammatical role to play in the sentence, V - preposing is bound 
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to have an effect on the constituents it leaves behind. It is useful to closely examine 
these constituents individually. 

3.1.4.1 THE SUBJECT NP 

In SVO languages, subject NPs are the external arguments of the verbs and 
are assigned,at the level of D-structure, the theta-role of agent or actor. Subject NPs 
or [spec, IP] are normally assigned nominative case at S-structure by INFL, the head 

of IP. In Lamnso', nominative.case. is.assigned_bEAGR . . which . entertains a symbiotic 

relation with tense. .~--, The verb assigns accusative case to its NP-internal arguments (if 
it has one) to the right. This is illustrated in (23) below: 

;, (7 
' 

. . ~~. 

Kimbag ki k6g Bih 

dL 
whiteman loves Bih 
'The whiteman loves Bih' 

Chin 0 K6t) Bih 

Chin AGR love Bih 
'Chin loves Bih' 

I In (13a) and (13b), the subject NPs are assigned nominative case by kiand 0 

respectively. This means that whether agreement is overt or covert, it still assigns 

nominative case. As it will be seen in the next section, AGR and tense entertain a 
symbiotic relation with each other, such that the presence of AGR is only licensed by 
the presence of tense. When the verb is preposed, AGR disappears. The question 

one would ask isjfwknow ,what happens to the NP when its case assigner drops 

because of the application of a transformation to the sentence. Consider the 

sentences in (24) where accusative case is assigned to [spec, AGRP]: 

/--& 
._ ,, 

(24) a. Chin 0 f6 mo kiban 
Chin SM give me fufu 
'Chin has given me fufu' 

b. m 0 fb Bih kibhn 
I SM give Bih fufu 
'I have given Bih fufu' 
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f8 m6-Bih kiban ;.5 l7 B 1. I 
C. 

give me Bih fufu 
'It is I who have given Bih fufu' 

In (24a), md 'me' is assigned morphological accusative case. In (24b), m '1' is 
assigned nominative case because it is in subject position. But in (24c), as the result 

of verb movement to sentence-initial position, accusative case is assigned to [spec, 

AGRP]. It is possible to link the disappearance of AGR to the assignment of this kind 
of case. Given that case is assigned at S-structure, the disappearance of AGR 
makes the assignment of nominative case impossible since deleted elements have 

not been known to leave traces. The consequence is that the subject NP is loose and 

if some governor does not assign it case, it will be ruled out by the case filter. One is 
tempted to believe that the verb fd 'give' assigns accusative case to the NP found 
on its right. But another question arises from the above assumption: does fo 'give' 

assign accusative case to its right because it is a two-place predicate verb? If so, why 
does another one-place predicate verb like wiy 'come' also behave in the same 

manner as seen in (25) below : 

(25) a. m wfyi 
I come 
'I am coming' 

b. " wiy m6 
come me 
'It is I who am coming' 

Another question arising from the above discussion is: if fo 'give' in (24c) assigns 

accusative case because it is a two-place predicate verb, then how many 

constituents would be assigned the same case, given that m o  'me' and Bib will be 
assigned the same case? These questions will be answered in section 4.3 where we 

make a comparative analysis of this Lamns6 structure with that of English. 

3.1.4.2 THE AGRP 

As the result of V-preposing, the agreement particle in the sentence 
disappears. Before we turn to this, first consider the sentences below : 

(26) a kimbaq k i  yii yi  . kib6n 

whiteman AGR Fut eat fufu 
'The whiteman will eat fufu' 
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b Chin 0 yii yi  kiban 
Chin AGR Fut eat fufu 
'Chin will eat fufu' 

In (26b), AGR is realised as zero and in (26a) it'is realised as kfaccording to the 
noun class of the subject NP. Chin has no overt AGR because it has no overt noun 

class marker. So, for AGR to be overtly realisedin Lamnso, it needs that the noun 

class be overtly marked too. We can, therefore, assume that the zero realisation of 

AGR in (26b) is some sort of vacuous agreement. Note that, unlike in some 

Grassfield Bantu languages, personal pronouns in L mnso do not take agreement 

obtains between AGR and tense, which are separate nodes in the language, AGR 

only occurs when tense is present but in the absence of tense, AGR may not occur. 

When there is tense, AGR is obligatory. This means that (27) below is impossible: 

(27) a [+AGR -tense] 
b [-AGR +tense] 

because of the above requirement. It is also realis$(that 1 some symbiotic relation E 

I , .  . ,  But rather, 28 is right : 

(28) a [+AGR + tense] / : i  1 '  . ,  

I i  
. ,  v 

, : k , ,  ' I 

j / , , ,  ,. ,! i! 4 

I"'. i ,  'i { 'Jq I -tense] y,: b [-AGR 

If AGR is interpreted as showing that a particular NP is the subject of a 

particular verb, then its disappearance is accounted for by the fact that the verb has 

been ~. displaced and there is nothing to agree with. This assumption is buttressed by 

the fact that the directionality of agreement is to the right of the NP and not to the left, 

such that the verb can move with any other constituent and not AGR. Another 

question is when does agreement occur in the language? At D-structure or at 

S-structure? (26a) shows that the AGR node is generated in the base complement. 

What ever the case, (29) below shows that the AGRP takes TP as its complement 

according to the X-bar format and that they respect some kind of precedence, 

especially when the subject NP is the target of WH-movement. 

(29) L k i m b a q  [,ke IAQ&i wiyinjlki y i  kib6n 

whiteman that he come AGR eat fufu 
'The whiteman that has come eats fufu' 
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3.1.4.3 THE V-COMPLEMENTS 

After verb movement, the %complements left behind are not affected. (29) 
below shows that in Lamns6 V-complements are still assigned their usual case after 
the verb is preposed. 

(29) a wu k6r) wdn 
he love him 
'He love him' 

b k6tj wun t, wun 

dII 
love him him 
'It is He that loves him' 

It is difficult to posit that case is assigned to verb-internal arguments before V- 

movement occurs, for, as it can be seen in (29b) above, the moved verb still assigns 

case through the chain ck6r),, t,>. 

3.2 THE OCCURRENCE OF THE COPULA 

It has been assumed above that the movement of verbs to pre-subject NP 

position to put the latter into focus may be because the verb is within reach or 
available to play such a role. This section looks at cases of phrasal constituents 
where the verb cannot be preposed, that is, cases of constituents that appear to the 
right of the verb. 

3.2.1 USES OF THE OCCURRENCE OF THE COPULA 

Copula-insertion is used in Lamns6 to put post-verbal constituents into focus. 

Consider (30) below : 

(30) a. Chin 0 0 k6g Bih 
Chin SM TNS love Bih 
'Chin loves Bih' 

b. Chin 0 0 k6g a dze Bih 
Chin SM TNS love it is Bih 
'It is Bihthat Chin loves' 



0 2,; V( t 
(30a) is a simple sentence. In (30b), Bih, thesubject of kdg 'love', has been put tc  

focus. Two transformations have occurred: dze 'is' has been inserted and a 'it' has 

assumed its subject position. Accordingly, the copula will be base-generated in fron 
of any constituent to give it focus prominence. I - -. vru, i :  b b l  . . L I I /  < d l L b ~ 1 9 1 ,  

We showed in sk$tion 2.6.2:2 thai clefkng is an integral part of WH-movement 

in Lamnso, that is, a question word cannot be fronted to sentence initial positior 

without a copula preceding it. Consider the sentences in (31) below : 

Chin 0 0 kQ la 
Chin SM TNS love who 
'Chin loves who?' 

* 18 Chin 0 0 k6r)i 

who Chin SM TNS love 

'who does Chin love' 
*I6 wo Chin 0 0 

who that Chin SM TNS 

'who does Chin love' 

dze 16 wzi Chin 0 

is who that Chin SM 
'It is who that Chin loves' 

kagi 
love 

0 k6qi 

TNS love 

(31b) is a word for word translation from English and is ungrammatical because /a 

'who' has been moved to sentence initial position and has no Copula preceding it and 

no operator linking it to the rest of the sentence as it will be done to an overt NP like 

8 h  In (31c), la'who' has an operator but lacks a copula in front of it, so the sentence 

is ungrammatical. (31d) is grammatical because it has an operator and is preceded 

common feature with most Grassfield Bantu languages and stresses the importance 
of clefting to those languages. But the case of Lamnso' is peculiar in that the subject 
position of the inserted copula is left empty at sentence-initial position. 

by a copula. This phenomenon whereby clefting is use J for WH-movement is a 

3.2.2 THE EXPLETIVE4 

Following the extended projection principle (EPF), sentences must have 

subjects regardless of their argument structure : 
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(32) Extended Projection Principle 

S 3  NP-AUX-VP 

The rule in (32) requires that INFL, whose complement is the VP, must have its 
[Spec, IP] position occupied by a subject NP, irrespective of whether it is assigned a 
theta role or not. In English, dummy subjects such as it and there are said to appear 

in [spec, IP] to satisfy this condition. Similarly, in Lamnso', after the generation of the 
copula in front of a base constituent, an expletive a is also generated in [spec, IP] of 
the copula to play the role of a slot holder of that position. This is illustrated below : 

(33) a. *Chin 0 0 k6tj [,, 0 dze Bih] 
Chin SM TNS love is Bih 
'it is Bih that Chin loves' 

6 Chin 0 0 k6t-J [,,a dze Bih] 
Chin SM TNS love it is Bih 
'it is Bih that Chin loves' 

The ungrammaticality of (33a) shows that, in Lamnso', the generation of the expletive 

a in front of a clefted constituent which is at base is obligatory. 

z 3.2.3 THE OCCURRENCE OF THE COPULA AND OBJECT NPS 

As it has been stated above, all post - verbal constituents appeal to copula- 
insertion in order to gain focus prominence as seen in the case of object NPs in (34) 
below : 

(34) a. Chin 0 0 k6t-J Bih 
Chin SM TNS love Bih 
'Chin loves Bih' 

b. Chin 0 0 k6t-J a dze Bih 

' Chin SM TNS love it is Bih 
'It is Bih that Chin loves' 

It is also possible to have 6ih in (34a) above clefted at sentence initial position. 
Consider (35) below : 

(35) a. Bih w6 Chin 0 0 k6@[Np----- ] 
Bih that Chin SM TNS love 
'Bih that Chin loves' 



b. [0 dze Bih] wZS Chin 0 0 k6tji[Np--- ] 
is Bih that Chin SM TNS love 

In (35a), 5ih has been moved to sentence initial position. In (35b), a copula is 
inserted in front of it to give it focus prominence. Bear in mind that clefting the object 

NP Bih at base or after it has been moved is not just a free choice if we notice the 

slight shift in meaning between (34b) and (35b) above. Bih becomes the Bih, a 
particular Bih that the speaker and the listener know to be loved by Chin. 

used for the clefting of subject NPs though with a lot of restriction as seen below : 

'It is the Bih that Chin loves' 

It is necessary to note, at this level, that copula insertion can alternatively be 

(36) a. 

b. 

C. * 

d. 

Chin 0 0 k6q Bih 
Chin SM TNS love Bih 
'Chin loves Bih' 

"0 dze Chin 0 0 k6t-J Bih 

Is Chin SM TNS love Bih 
*'is Chin loves Bih' 

*a dze Chin 0 0 k6r) Bih 

it is Chin SM TNS love Bih 
"It is Chin loves Bih' 
0 dze Chin w6 wu . 0 0 k8q Bih 

is Chin who RESUMP. Pron SM TNS love Bih 
"'It is the Chin who loves Bih' 

(30b) and (30c) are ungrammatical because the copula has been inserted in the 
same way as it would be done with object NPs (sae 34b). The ungrammaticality 
- shawsfhaLsomething needs to occur before such an insertion occurs. (36d) shows 

that Chin has to be first of all relativised before the cop:i!a is inserted and that since it 

is at the beginning of the sentence, the expletive is realised as zero. 

We said in section 3.1. that verb movement is used for clefting subject NPs as 
seen in (37) below : 

(37) a. Chin 0 0 k6q Bih 

Chin SM TNS love Bih 
'Chin loves Bih' 
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b. 0 k8rJ Chin -Bih 

TNS love Chin Bih 
'It is Chin who loves Bih' 

when we compare (37b) with (36d), we realise that there is a slight shift in meaning; 
that of something definite, the Chin. The above discussion shows that copula 

insertion In front of a subject NP is not purposeless or just a free choice. We can, 

therefore, conclude that, in Lamnso', the clefting of constituents after they have 

undergone WH - movement is to give them a definite meaning. 

3.2.4 THE OCCURRENCE OF THE COPULA AND PPS 

In Larnnso' as in English, a PP can be clefted. According to Riemsdijk and 
Williams (1986 : 102), if a PP appears in the focus position (the position following it 

be generated at base after WH - movement) then that must appear in COMP as seen 
from the fact that (38a) below is ungrammatical : 

(38) a. *It was to John to whom I spoke. 

in Lamnso', a similar process occurs though with some slight variations as seen 

below : 

(39) a. Chin fo kibhn i 18 

b. It was to John that 1 spoke. 

P 

Chin give fufu to who 
'Chin is giving fufu to whom' 

Chin give fufu it is who 
'It is to whom that Chin is giving fufu' 

is Bih whom Chin 'give fufu 
'It is to Bih that Chin is giving fufu' 

is Bih whom Chin give fufu RESUMP. Pron. 
'It is the Bih to whom Chin is giving fufu' 

b. Chin fo kiban a dzg la 

c. dz8 Bih w b  Chin fo kiban 

d. dze Bih w6 Chin f6 kiban Sh-i3 

In (39b), the insertion of the copula deletes the preposition. it is also observable thai 

the low tone on dze is modified into a low - high contour tone. In (39c), the contour' 
tone on dzgin sentence-initial position equally comes from the deletion of i'to' whose 

high tone links up to the low tone of dze to yield dz8. The original low tone on dze in 
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(39d) and the resumptive pronoun of the moved NP position at the end of sentence 
show that only the PP - NP has been extracted and clefted. 

3.2.5 THE OCCURRENCE OF THE COPULA AND ADJUNCTS 

As it is the case in English, adjuncts in Lamnso' can also be clefted. Consider 
the following sentences : 

(40) a. 

b. 

(41) a. 

b. 

(42) a. 

b. 

Chin wiy i ghankd 
Chin come at what time 
'Chin is coming when' 
Chin wiy a dz8 ghanka 
Chin come it is what time 
'It is when that Chin is coming' 
Chin wiy IBn 
Chin come today 
'Chin is coming today' 
Chin wiy a dze Ian 
Chin come it is today 
'It is today that Chin is coming' 
Chin dCI i nto 
Chin go to palace 
'Chin is going to the palace' 
Chin di3 a dz8 nt6 
Chin go it is palace 
'It is to the palace that Chin is going' 

In the (b)-examples in (40) and (41) above, the same process as seen with 

prepositions occurs; the preposition ito/at disappears and the tone is borne by dze, 

the copula. Notice that the examples show only adjuncts of place and time. This is 
because adjuncts of manner cannot be clefted in Lamnso' as seen in the 

ungrammaticality of (43b) below : 

(43) a. Chin 0 - 0  yi kiban cercer 
Chin SM TNS eat fufu fast fast 
'Chin is eating fufu very fast' 

Chin SM TNS eat fufu it is fast fast 
*'It is very fast that Chin is eating fufu' 

- 

b. *Chin 0 0 y i  kiban a dze cercer 

From the fact that the English translation of (43b) is also ungrammatical , we could 
suppose that it is a universal issue that manner-adjuncts cannot be clefted. 
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It is also worthy noting that cleftable adjuncts (adjuncts of time and place) can 
be moved to clause initial position. Consider the sentences below : 

(44) a. Chin dO a dzg nt6 
Chin go it is palace 
'It is to the palace that Chin is going' 

is palace that Chin go RESUMP. Prom 
'It is the palace where Chin is going' 

c. dze ntb wo Chin dii 

b. dzg nto w6 Chin dii sh-0 

is palace that Chin 90 
'It is the palace that Chin is going' 

In (44a), Nt6 'palace' is clefted at its base position. In (44b), it is clefted at its new 

position where 'it has been moved. From the translatior,, the focus is on the palace. 
But in (44c), the focus is on the whole PP to judge from the disappearance of the 

resumptive pronoun and from the contour tone on dze. 

3.2.6 THE OCCURRENCE OF THE COPULA AND'CLAUSES 

In section 2.6, we discussed a rule assumed to govern embedding in Lamnso'. 

We saw that onIILtensedclauses,that~is,_lha?-complements ~ . . . ~ . . .  ~. can be embedded. We 

cited a unique case of Equi-NP-deletion where an infinitival clause could be 

embedded if the subject of its verb (PRO) is equal to or controlled by that of the verb 
in the matrix clause as seen below : 

. _- -- 
-.-. ~ 

(45) a. Chin, 0 0 tB' [PRO, fa du] 
Chin SM TNS want to go 
'Chin wants to go' 

b. *Chin 0 0 t i '  Bih, [PRO, f6 du] 
Chin SM TNS want Bih to go 
'Chin wants Bih to go' 

C. Chin 0 0 t a  dzi Bin n 0 di3 
Chin SM TNS want that Bih SM TNS go 
'Chin wants that Bih should go' 

In Lamnso', clause clefting is possible, that is, embedaed infinitival clauses and that- 
complements can be given focal prominence at their base positions through copula- 
insertion. As it will be seen from the translations, such constructions read in English 

as pseudo-cleft constructions. Consider (46) below : 
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(46) a. Chin, 0 0 tii' [a dze PRO, f6 du] 
Chin SM TNS want it is to go 
'what Chin wants is to go' 

b. Chin 0 0 t8 [a dze dzi Bih 0 . 0 dG 
Chin SM TNS want it is that Bih SM TNS go' 
'what Chin wants is that Bih should go' 
'what Chin wants is for Bih to go' or 

In (46a) and (46b), the embedded IP has been put to focus through the use of copula 

insertion. It is worthy noting that, unlike with other phrasal constituents, as seen 

above, an IP cannot be moved to sentence-initial position. This may be because 

every element that is moved to COMP in the language (NPs and WH-phrases alike) 

must have a relative operator or focus word enabling them to be strung to the rest of 

the sentence and since the selection of such relative operators is restricted by spec- 
head agreement (see 47 below) governed by the noun class system in the language 

and given' that IPS do not have noun classes, an IP moved to sentence-initial 

position will be loose and not strung to the rest of the sentence. The above facts are 

illustrated below : 

1 (47) a. Bih y& Chin 0 0 k6gi 
Bih that Chin SM TNS love 
'The Bih that Chin loves' 

b. dze la &@ Chin 0 0 k6Oi 
is who that Chin SM TNS love 
'It is who that Chin loves' 

C. kimban k5 Chin 0 0 k6gi 
white man that Chin SM TNS love 
'The white man that Chin loves' 

d. vimban - vB Chin 0 o k6qi 
whitemen that Chin SM TNS love 
'The white men that Chin loves' 

e. *[,?PI dze f6 dul Chin ti? [,,-I 
is to go Chin want 

'It is going that Chin wants' 

Though not representing all the noun classes in the language, (47a) to (47d) show 

that relative operators (underlined in the examples) in Lamnso' depend on the nouns 

they follow for their forms through the process of agreement. (47e) is ungrammatical 
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because an IP has been moved and IPS are not specified for noun class irl the 

language. 

The sentences below illustrate other pseudo-cleft structures in the language. 
From the distribution of f6 du 'to go',it will be seen that the assumptions on the 

restriction on IP-movement above are founded. 

(48) a. Chin, 0 0 t$ [PRO, fd du] 
Chin SM TNS want to go 
'Chin wants to go' 

b. [,,ke Chin tC] k i  dze fi5 du 
what Chin want SM is to go 
'What Chin wants is to go' 

c. [,,PRO, f6 du] dze k4 Chin, ti? 
to go is what Chin want 

'Going is what Chin wants' 
or 'It is going that Chin wants' 

(49c) is grammatical because the bracketed IP is a nominal clause playing the 

traditional role of subject. It is, therefore, clear that IPS can only remain at base and 

that no movement transformation can apply to them. Nevertheless, they can stand in 

for NPs at various positions as shown in (48a) and (48c) above 

*. 

3.2.7 +DELETION IN SENTENCE-INITIAL POSITION 

we have said in the foregoing discussion that two transformations occur when 

a post-verbal constituent is clefted :a copula is inserted and an expletive a 'it' 

assumes its subject position. This happens when clefting applies to a constituent at 

its base position. But it is observable from (50) below that when the copula is 

inserted at sentence-initial position, the a deletes or is rather not generated 

obligatorily. 

(50) a. Chin 0 0 k6rj Bih 
Chin SM TNS love Bih 
'Chin loves Bih' 

0 kdq a dze Bih 
Chin SM TNS love it is Bih 
'It is Bih that Chin loves' 
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C. 0 dze Bih wo Chin 0 0 k6gi 
is Bih that Chin SM TNS love 

'It is the Bih that Chin loves' 

d. * a  dze Bih Chin 0 0 k6qi 
It is Bih Chin SM TNS love 
'It is the Bih that Chin loves' 

(50d) is ungrammatical because the subject position of dze 'is' filled. (50c) is 
grammatical because the position is empty. If we assume that every verb has at least 

a subject position, then we must account for the empty subject position in (50c). we 

postulate that the position is occupied by the invisible null element, 'small pro'. 

Hence, (5Oc) will read as (51) : 

(51) 'pro dze Bih wo Chin 0 0 k6qi 

The question that arises from the above assumption is how pro in (51) is recovered 
and licensed. Lamnso' is not a pro-drop language in the sense that its verbal 

inflection as can be seen in (52) below is not rich enough to license pro : 

(52) fd du 'to go' future tense 
a. 

* 

b. 

C. 

d. 

e. 

f. 

m yi i-  du 
I FUT go 
'I will go' 
a yi i-  du 
You FUT go 
'You will go' 

He FUT go 
'He will go' 
ver y i i -du 
We FUT go 
'We will go' 
ven yi i -du 
You FUT go 
'You will go' 
awuni yii - du 
They FUT go 
'They will go' 

wu yi i -du 

Though the verbs are conjugated in one form, yi i  - du, throughout the various 
persons, we need to account for such an empty category in the language. The 



answer could be that pro does not need to be recoverable in this context because of 

the fact that a is an empty word, a slot holder that does not serve any interpretative 
function in the sentence. This explanation is not new if we take examples from other 
languages. Expletive pronouns in Italian are realised as pro (Haegeman, 1991 : 414). 

The absende of subject-verb argreement in a language does not block pro because, 
similarly, Chinese is a pro-drop language with no subject-verb agreement 

(Haegeman, 1991 : 418). 

3.4 SUMMARY 

This chapter has been principally concerned with the presentation of the 

Lamnso' data relating to clefting. It has been shown that two processes are involved 

in clefting in Lamnso' : verb movement and copula-insertion . Both processes can be 
subsumed into a requirement that a verb must come before a constituent in order to 
give it focus prominence. 

As concerns subject NPs, we have shown that they are clefted typically 

through verb movement though copula insertion could apply with a lot of restrictions. 

It has been demonstrated that there is no restriction as to the kind of verb that can 

move and that when the verb moves, it has an effect on other constituents in the 
sentence. On the one hand, it moves with the heads of phrasal categories to its left 
such as NEG, TNS and sa, the whether-particle. On the other hand, a subject NP 
loses its nominative case as the result of verb movement and is assigned accusative 

case in its stead. We have also noted that AGR disappears in this process. As far as 
post-verbal constituents (including embedded phrases) in a sentence are concerned, 
it has been shown that copula insertion is the only process involved in clefting. We 

have indicated that the copula could be inserted at the base position of the 

constituents or after the constituent has been relativised. We have distinguish 

between both kinds of copula-insertion. At the semantic level, we have shown that, 
when the copula is inserted at sentence-initial position, there is a slight shift in 
meaning; that of definiteness. At the structural level, it has been observed that when 

the copula is inserted at base, it takes an expletive a 'it' and that when it is inserted at 

clause-initial position, there is no a. This has led us to posit that the subject position 

without the expletive a could be replaced by pro. It has also be shown that both 

c 
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clefting processes are very useful in Lamnso' in that they serve as paraphrases for 

passive constructions and help in the movement of WH-phrases. 

The next chapter takes a closer look at the data presented in this chapter by 
relating them to existing theories in Universal Grammar so as to highlight parametric 

variations. 

: ! 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

a 

V-PREPOSING AND SENTENCE 

STRUCTURE 
- __ 

JNTRODUCTION 

The aim of this Chapter is to attempt a descriptively adequate analysis of the 

phenomenon seen in Chapter Three of this study. The focus is, therefore, on how the 

data from Lamnso' could be analysed. Section one deals with the problem of the 

landing site for preposed verbs by relating it to other WH-movement processes in the 
language. Section two looks at the behaviour of V-traces in relation to some 
principles such as the empty category principle (ECP). Section three examines the 
assignment of accusative case to [spec, AGRP] after V-movement. In section four, 
we argue that V-preposing respects Subjacency. 

4.1 THE LANDING SITE OF PREPOSED VERBS 

To have a clearer argument about the landing site of preposed verbs, it is first 
of albnecessary to determine where WH-phrases and relative operators raise to in 

Lamhso'. It is demonstrated below that the data from Lamnso' displays some 
similarities with the data from Tuki discussed in Biloa (1995). Consider the following 
sentences from Tuki : 

(1) a. ane odzu Puta a - nu banam 

7 
who FOC Puta SM F1 marry 
'who will Puta wed ?' 

what FOC Puta SM P2 cook 
'what did Puta cook?' 

(2) a. Dima odzu Puta a - nu banam 
Dima FOC Puta SM Flmarry 
'It is Dima that Puta will wed' 

b. adzakasa aye Puta a - na namba 
donkey FOC Puta SMP2 cook 
'It is the donkey that Puta cooked' 

b. ate aye Puta a - ma namba 
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Biloa (1995) argues that in ( l ) ,  it is the WH-word that is fronted and in (2) it is 

an 'ordinary' NP that is fronted. But that in the (a)-examples, the same focus word is 
used and in the (b)-examples in (1) and (2), the same focus word is also used. He 
also says that FOC represents.the focus word which agrees in noun class with the 
focused elements. (3) and (4) below show the data from Lamnso' with sentences 

similar to (1) and (2) : 

(3) a. dze la' w0 Puta 0 yi i-  marir 
is who FOC Puta SM FUT marry 
'who will Puta wed?' 

is what FOC Puta SM FUT cook 
'what will Puta cook?' 

(4) a. dze Dima wb Puta 0 y i i -  marir 
is Dima FOC Puta SM FUT marry 
'It is Dima that Puta will wed? 

b. dze ka' ke Puta 0 yii-nBa 

b. dze kimbe'blih ke Puta 0 y i i -  naa 
is donkey FOC Puta SM FUT cook 
It is the donkey that Puta will cook?' 

(3) and (4) above show that the data from .Lamnso' has some similarities with 
the data from Tuki in that both WH-phrases and NPs need a focus word when fronted 

as seen in the appearance of wain the (a)-examples and of ke in the (b)-examples. It 
should also be noted that FOC equally comes from noun class agreement in the 

Lamnso' examples. The only slight difference is the appearance, in the Lamnso data, 

of dze, the copula, in front of fronted elements. Biloa (;995 : 66,(46)) shows that the 

copula is optional as evidenced below : /, ,. / ( ,  7 ( , J  
\ 

t : :  
:i 
; ,.' , .  , ,  , 

/ i (5) [(i- mu) XP CP IP] i 

. '. ,.' , '  8 , ( ; ' I , ! ( l  ' .  j. 

Following the rule in (5), it is possible that the data in (la) and (2a) would be 

as (6a) and (6b) respectively. 

(6) a. (i mu) ane odzu Puta a - n u  banam 
It is who FOC Puta SM F1 marry. 
'It is who that Puta will wed ?' 

b. (i-mu) . Dima odzu Puta a - n u  banam 
It is Dima FOC Puta SM F1 marry 
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If we compare (6) with (3) and (4), we will conclude that the copula is 
obligatory in Lamnso' but optional in Tuki. Biloa (ibid, P. 66) concludes that in both 
WH-questions and cleft constructions, the same presuppositional structure is shared. 
About where the fronted elements land, Biloa (ibid, P. 51) postulates that there is a 
phrasal constituent between CP and IP called Focus Phrase (FP) and that "relative 

operators raise to [spec, CP] while question operators raise to [spec, FP]". Having 

discussed the similarities between Tuki and Lamnso', let us represent the (a)- 

examples in (1) and (3) on a tree diagram. All unnecessary details are left out. 

(7) a. ane odzu Puta a - n u -  banam 

FP 

ane odzu Puta a - nu - banam 
who FOC Puta SM F1 marry 

'It is who that Puta will wed?' 
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b. pro 0 0 dze la' wb Puta 0 yii-marir 

?C A 
AG R TP 

T' VP 

T v' FP 

V Spec F' 

I I '  
I I 

0 dze ~k w~ Puta 0 yii-marir 
Puta TNS marir who FGC AG R TNS is 

'Who will Puta wed?' 

In (7b), the specifier position of the AGRP is occupied by small pro. 

AGRP takes a TP-complement, TP takes a VP-complement and VP takes an FP- 

complement. (8) below shows that the whole of (7b) can be embedded. In such a 

case, it is introduced by the lexical complementizer dzi 'that'. 

(8) a. wu 0 suy [Cpdzi pro 0 0 dze la' w0 Puta 0 0 koqi] 
HeTNSsay that AGRTNS is who FOC PutaAGRTNSlove 
'He is saying that it is who that Puta loves' 

I .  
1 ,  
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b. 

C 

dzi 
that 

I 3c AGR' 

A 
AGR TP 

0 
AGR 

Soec F' 

0 dze 16 w6 Puta 0 0 kogi t, 
TNS IS who FOC Puta AGR TNSlove 

'that it is who that Puta loves'. 

(ab) shows that, unlike in Tuki, the complement of dzi, the lexical 
cornplernentizer, is an AGRP (AGRP(2)) and not an FP. On the strength of (8)  above, 
we can propose that in Larnnso', unlike in Tuki, we should not postulate an FP as the 

landing site for focused WH-elements of AGRP(1) bur rather a CP because of the 
following reasons : 

(i) CP and FP in (ab) take AGRP(2) and AGRP(1) as complements, so it will be 
logical to postulate a CP where there is FP. 
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(ii) 

(9) *dze [J6 [,wb [CPdzi Puta Korj]]] 

No complementizer can come between FP in (ab) and AGRP(1) as seen from 

the ungrammaticality of (9) below. 

is who FOC that Puta love 

The ungrammaticality of (9) results from the fact that WB is supposed to 

occupy the C-position and, as a result, dzi 'that' whose traditional position is the C- 
position cannot be generated concurrently in the same position. Hence, (ab) will 

alternatively be represented as (10) below : 

( I O )  CP 

A 
Spec A 

spec AGR' 

i pro 0 0 dze 16, wtS Puta 0 0 kogi t, 
that AGR TNS IS who COMP Puta AGR TNS love 
'that it is who that Puta loves'. 
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In (10) above, the WH-word /a' 'who' occupies its traditional position of [spec, 

CP] and the focus word wbis generated under C in conformity with what has been 

called spec-head agreement. 

4.1 .I SOME PECULIARITIES OF V-MOVEMENT IN LAMNSO' 

We demonstrated in section 3.1 that V-movement in Lamnso' is accompanied 

by all verb related constituents to the left of the verb such as TNS and NEG as seen 

below : 

(11) a. kimbar) ki [,,,,yol[,yii - yT kibanll 
white man AGR NEG TNS m eat fufu 
'The white man will not eat fufu' 

b [yo' yii-  yq], kimbdg x, kiban 
NEG TNS eat whiteman fufu 
'It is not the white man that will eat fufu' 

In ( l la), yo"not' and yii 'will' are generatred at their base positions. In ( l lb) ,  
because of verb movement, they have also moved to sentence-initial position. The 
question is to know where the preposed verb lands and where the accompanying 
heads of phrases land. It should be borne in mind that V-movement is not focus-V- 

movement. It is used to put the NP that follows the preposed verb into focus. It is 

perhaps logical to consider the preposed verb as the focus word because, if it comes 
in front of an NP to give that NP focus prominence, then it assigns the function of 
focus to that NP. This focus word will be the head of the focus phrase (FP). Consider 
(1 2) below : 

(12) a. Chin k69 Bih 
Chin love Bih 
'Chin loves Bih' 

b. koq, Chin t, Bih 
love Chin Bih 
'It is Chin that loves Bih' 

I 

In (12b), Chin is given focus prominence because the verb kdg 'love' has been 

moved to sentence-initial position. (13) is the tree diagram representation of (12b) : 
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FP 

.A- Spec 

F AGRP 

love Chin 
'It is Chin that loves Bih' 

Bih 

How can the phenomenon in (13) be integrated into the foregoing discussion? 

We have argued that fronted WH-elements are hosted by CP. We have shown in (10) 
above that in a sentence like (14) below, wb is generated under the C-node. 

(14) dze [,,I< w0 Chin koqi] 
is who COMP Chin love 
'Who does Chin love?' 

It is necessary to note at this level that, in Lamnso', V-movement can take 

place in an embedded clause as seen below : 



(15) [AORPm ta'[Cpdzi[,p kSr),[,,,, Chin t, Bihllll 
I want that love Chin Bih 

' I  want that it should be Chin that loves Bih' 

In (15) above, the verb k6g has been moved from its base position to a 

position below the CP. It is, therefore, possible that the FP in Lamnso' is a phrasal 

category that hosts preposed verbs in its F-position since there is no conflict with the 

elements hosted in CP. This supposition is borne out by the fact that, as shown in 
(16) below, verb movement can co-occur with relativisation : 

(16) a. Chin k6q Bih 
Chin love Bih 
'Chln loves Bih' 

b. kdg, Chin t, Bih 
love Chin Bih 
'It is Chin who loves Bih' 

Bih whom love Chin 
*'(The) Bih whom it is Chin that loves' 

C. Bih OP, wb kat), Chin ti tk 

In (16b), the verb k8g has been moved to sentence-initial position. In (16c), 
Bih, the object of the verb has also been moved to sentence-initial position. The 

ungrammaticality of the English translation shows that it is a phenomenon that is not 

possible in English. The fact that it is possible in Lamnso' proves that there is a 

phrasal constituent between CP and AGRP since one condition for the movement of 
an element is the availability of a landing site. Hence, the relative operator wb and 

the lexical complementizer are hosted by the C of CP and the preposed 'verb is 

hosted by the F of FP. If wb is base generated at sentence-initial position, then what 

moved from base was the.null operator (OP) which will then land in [spec, CP]. (17) 

below is the tree diagram of (16c). 

* 

f . ,  
(17) Bih OP, w6 k6g, Chin t, tk 

t u 
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- .CP 

7 

Bih 
k 

C' 

Spec F' 

WB ki 

S 

C 

IC AGR' 

whom love Chin 
n 

'* (The) Bih whom it is Chin that loves' 

the matrix and in the embedded clauses. Consider (18) below : 

Another important fact to note is that V-preposing can occur simultaneously in 

(18) a. m suy dzi Chin k8g Bih I 

I say that Chin love Bih ' 

'1 am saying that Chin loves Bih' 
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b. suy, mu t, dzi Chin k6q Bih 
say me that Chin love Bih 
'It is I who am saying that Chin loves Bih' 

c. suy, m6 t, [,, dzi k6qk Chin t, Bih 
say me that love Chin Bih 
'It is I who am saying that it should be Chin who loves Bih' 

In (lab), the verb suy 'say' of the matrix clause has been preposed to 
sentence-initial position. In (18c), the verb k60 'love' of the embedded clause has 
also been preposed to the position below CP. On the strength of the above 

arguments, we conclude that V-preposing in Lamnso' is substitution for a phrasal 

category between CP and AGRP which we call FP. It is also a head-to-head 

movement because the verb has moved from a head position to another head 

position. This 19 in respect of the structure preserving principle which states that 

structures established at D-structure must be preserved at S-structure. 

4.2.2 THE LANDING SITE FOR CONSTITUENTS ACCOMPANYING THE PREPOSED 

VERB. 

The next question we need to ask is to know where the other phrasal heads 

that move with the verb land. Let us first of all take a look at the tense phrase (TP). 

Consider (1 9) below : 

(19) a. kimbaq ki y i i -  kef) Bih 
white man AGR FUT love Bih 
"The white man will love Bih' 

b. yifk- k6q, kinbsiq tk t, Bih 

Bih 
J 
FUT love white man 
'it is the white man that will love Bih'. 

The first comment about (19b) above is that the verb and its tense affix are 

strongly bound together and are, as a result, inseparable. This shows that verb 

affixes are strong in Lamnso' and must be overtly attached to their verbs, that is, they 

cannot be stranded. According to Travis' (1 984) head movement constraint (HMC) 

quoted in Radford (1997 : 225), a head can only move from one head position in a 
phrase to the other head position of another phrase. Head movement is, therefore, a 

local movement in that constituents move to the next highest phrase in the tree. (19b) 
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shows that, the verb cannot move over tense; so it first adjoins to tense and both 

heads raise to sentence-initial position. If we consider the above analyses, we will 

need to create a separate node as the landing site of tense when the verb lands in 

the F of FP. To avoid this complexity, we may consider Lasnik's (1981) morphological 

principle quoted in Koopman (1 984: 149): 

(20) Morphological Principle 

A morphologically realised affix must be realised as a syntactic dependent at 

S-structure. 

This implies that at S-structure, we do not need to create a separate node for the 

tense morpheme because tense, as stated above, is morphologically bound to the 

verb and will occupy one head position, the F of FP. (21) is the tree diagram 

representation of (19b) : 

Spec 

\ 
TP 

T'---VP 

T v- 

/ 
AG R 

I 

l l  
y i i  - K6q kimba9 t t 

t 
FUT love white man 
'It is the white man that will love Bih' 

-NP 
I 
" 
I 

N 
I 
Bih 

Bih 



In (21) above, because of the strong features of the verbal affix , the verb first adjoins 

to the T-node before both heads move to the F-node in sentence-initial position. They 

then form what Radford (1997 : 241) calls the split-segment category. 

Another node whose movement is triggered by verb movement is NEG. The 
negative marker yo' 'not' in Lamnso' is part of INFL and also morphologically bound 
to the verb. (22) below shows that NEG cannot move alone nor can tense and verb 

move leaving NEG behind. 

(22) a. kimbdr) ki yo' y i i -  k6q Bih 
whiteman AGR NEG FUTlove Bih 
'The white man will not love Bih' 

b. * yo', kimbar) t, yi i -  k8r) Bih 
not white man FUT love Bih 

C. yii, - k60, kimb8t-j YO' t, t, Bih 
FUT love whiteman NEG Bih 

d. yo', yii, - kaq, kimbaq t, t k  t, Bih 
NEG FUT love whiteman Bih 
'It is not the white man that will love Bih' 

In (22b), the sentence is ungrammatical because yo' is raised to sentence-initial 

position alone., In (22c), the sentence is also ungrammatical because the movement 

of the verb and tense has stranded yo' at the base position. (22d) is grammatical 

because all the three heads have been moved to sentence-initial position. (23) is the 

tree diagram representation of (22d) : 

II. 
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FP 
I 

I / \ 

NEG AGR 

T V 

[yo,' yii, - k6q] kimbdg 

NEGP 
I 

N E M P  
I I 

NEG T-VP 
I I 

T VI-NP 
I I 

V N' 
I 

Bih 
I :  

-x (23) above is a successive cycle movement. The verb first adjoins to tense. 
Both heads then adjoin to NEG before the whole load is being carried to the F-node 
in sentence-initial position. All the various stages or cycles of movement are local 

and, therefore, respect the economtcprinciple that favours shorter movements. Since 

the links are minimal, they also respect Travis' (1984) head movement constraint. 

4.2 V-TRACES AND PROPER GOVERNMENT 

t ,  

In the literature, the movement of elements to a derived position leaves traces 

at the base position. In Lamnso', it is possible to posit a verbal trace after V- 

preposing. Consider (24) below : 

(24) a. Chin k6q Bih 
Chin love Bih 
'Chin loves Bih' 

b. k6g Chin - Bih 
love Chin Bih 
'It is Chin who loves Bih'. 
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the proper government of the V-trace is done through antecedent government with 

the verb in FP with which it is coindexed. 

One other interesting thing about V-traces in Lamnso' that does not occur in 
koopman's (1984) Vata-analyses (where the verb and WH-phrases move to the 

same place and, therefore, are in complementary distribution) is that it can govern 

NP-internal-argument traces. This means that after the verb has been preposed to 

the FP, its internal argument can still be moved to COMP or vice versa. Consider 

(27) below : 

(27) a. Chin k8q Bih 
Chin love Bih 
'Chln loves Bih' 

b. hagi Chin X, Bih 
love Chin Bih 
'It is Chin who loves Bih'. 

Bih whom love Chin 
C. Bih, w0 k8g Chin X, X, 

'*The Bih whom it is Chin who loves' 

(28) is the phrase marker of (27c): 
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T 

CP 

c C c' 

c FP 

A 
Spec. F' 

IA 

Bih OP, W8 

S ec 4A 

Bih whom love Chin 
'The Bih whom it is Chin that loves'. I 

In (27a), the verb and its internal argument are generated in the basa 

component. In (27b), verb movement applies and the verb is moved to the sentence- 

initial position, In (27c), another movement transformation applies moving the NP 8i4 

to another position higher than the preposed verb position. Hence, it is the trace of 

the moved verb that is governing the trace of the moved NP. 

4.3 THE ASSIGNMENT OF ACCUSATIVE CASE TO [SPEC,AGRPJ 

In the foregoing discussion, we have shown that the V-trace is active in that it 

has all the features of the moved verb. We have also argued, in Chapter Three, that 
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(i) Why does AGR not move as other elements of the exploded INFL 

such as NEG and TNS? 

Why does it disappear instead? 

What are the consequences of its disappearence on [spec,AGR]? 
I (ii) 

(iii) 

The answer to the first question could be that there is a strict constraint on 
the directionality of agreement in Lamnso', so that, even at S-structure, spec-head 

agreement may only be to the right. Agreement will, therefore, not move as in the 

English sentence below: 

(29) a. John has a car 
b. Has John - a car? 

4 I 

in Lamnso', some symbiotic relationship obtains between AGR and TNS. We said 

that AGR cannot occur without TNS and that when there is TNS, AGR appears 

automatically in respect of strict adjacency. We have, equally, shown that the verb 

moves with all the elements of the exploded INFL, with the exception of AGR. In this 

section, we will look at why AGR does not move and instead disappears after V- 

preposing. We will also look at the situation of the subject NP stranded by the 

disappearance of its case assigner. We provide evidence to show that a kind of 

'makeshift accusative case" is assigned to the loose NP. 



In English, AGR and TNS constitute one bundle called INFL. They do not 

belong to different nodes as it is the case in Lamnso'. 

Certain arguments could be advanced to account for the disappearance of 

AGR. If AGR is deleted because TNS has moved, then there is some strict adjacency 

requirement that obtains between the two elements. This is borne out because, in the 

language, no element may intervene between AGR and tense. The AGRP takes a 

TP-complement. The question is why the T-trace unlike the V-trace discussed above, 

fails to form a chain with the antecedent so as to satisfy the adjacency requirement? 

The extracted TNS cannot form a chain with its trace because we said that, at S- 

structure, following the morphological principle stated in (20) above and given the 

strong features of the verbal affix in Lamnso', the verb and tense become 

syntactically dependent. The trace is, therefore, not active enough to form a chain. 

Coindexation is impossible and as a result AGR disappears. 

4.3.2 SUBJECT NP AND ACCUSATIVE CASE I , \ &  E ( i w  c 

One very interesting phenomenom that results from V-preposing is that the 

subject NP is assigned accusative case. In Lamnso', nominative case is assigned by 

AGR which maintains a strict symbiotic and adjacent relationship with TNS. This 

could be stated formally as (30) below : 

(30) NP is nominative in Lamnso' iff AGR and TNS are adjacent. 

The generation and I or presence of AGR is, therefore, very crucial for subject NPs in 

Lamnso'. The condition for its generation is the presence of TNS, that is,in finite 

clauses. If we agree with Koopman (1984:142) that V-movement occurs prior to S- 

structure, that is, before the case component of grammar is activated at S-structure; if 

we consider the argument above that AGR disappears when the verb moves with 

TNS, then the subject NP assigned a theta role of agent at D-structure will be 

caseless at S-structure. Such caseless NPs are always ruled out in sentence 

structure by the case filter which stipulates that all NPs must be assigned structural 

case. The subject NP-position becomes invisible because, though it is theta marked 

by the verbal trace of the moved verb, it is not assigned case. The next thing is that 

other potential case assigners will now compete to assigned case to this NP so as to 

satisfy the case filter. Consider (31a) and its tree diagram representation in (31b): 

(31) a. y i ik6q Kim bar)-Bih 

% 
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b. 

FP 

Spec F' AGRP 

F SI _I 

.I 

TP I AGR 

J a r )  
JS love white man Bih 

'It is the white man who will love Bih'. 

(31b) shows that the nearest potential case assigner that can assign case to the NP 

in [spec,AGRP] is the verb in the F of FP. This satisfies the minimality condition on 
government since AGRP is not a barrier for outside government or since its 

governing domain has been weakened by the deletion of AGR, its head. But, what 

kind of case is assigned to the subject NP by the verb? Consider (32) below where 

morphological case IS assigned to the subject position : 

(32) a. m 0 yii-k80 Bih 
I AGR TNS love Bih 
'I will love Bih' 

b. yii-ker], m6 t, Bih 
TNS love me Bih 
'It is 1 who will love Bih' 

(33) Chin k6r) m6 
Chin love me 
Chin loves me 

5 

In (32b), the subject NP is assigned accusative case as it is verifiable from the 

morphological properties of m6 'me' (shown in (33)) as opposed to nominative m '1'. 

The assignment of accusative case is logical because verbs can only assign 
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accusative to the right to their internal arguments. The above phenomenon raises a 

number of questions : 

(i) The V-trace is assigning case by forming a chain with the antecedent 

verb. The verb still assigns case to another NP in [spec~AGRPl. Then, 

to how many NPs can a single verb assign the same case : 

What status (argument structure) does a verb need to be able to assign 

such a case ? 
(ii) 

A verb naturally assigns case to its internal arguments. But, in (32b) above, 

structural case is being assigned by the verb to an external argument. It is clear that 
the kind of case assigned to the subject NP is independent of theta role assignment 
which occurs at D-structure. Consider (34) below : 

(34) a. wu d; 
he go 
'He is going'. 

b. dij wiin --- 
go him 
'It is he that is going'. 

* The verb in (34a) is a one-predicate verb, that is, it has no internal argument. Yet, in 

(34b), it assigns accusative case to the subject NP when it is preposed. This shows 

that kdf~ 'love' in (32b) does not assign accusative case because it is originally a two- 
predicate verb and can assign that kind of case to the right. This is further buttressed 
up by (35) and (36) below where a verb assigns locative case (no preposition 

appears between the verb and the adjunct of place) in Lamnso' : 

(35) a. m dfi way 
1 go market 
' I  am going to the market'. 

go me market 
'It is I who am going to the market'. 

Chin come market 

come Chin market 
'It is chin who has come to the market'. 

b. dO mb - way 

(36) a. Chin .r;Y way 

b. w~L Chin - way 
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I f  this kind of accusative case were assigned depending on the argument structure of 

the verb, one would naturally expect that, in (34b), locative case be assigned to m "I'  
and not accusative case. We, therefore, conclude that this kind of case assignment 1s 

independent of the argument structure of the verb that assigns it. It could be the case 

that the theta andlor case grid of the verb changes with its position, that it,, 

depending on configuration. Hence, when the verb is moved to sentence-initial 
position, it has an additional argument added to its original grid. 

In the literature on case assignment, it is said that a case assigner cannot 

assign the same case to two NPs or assign two kinds of case to the same NP. If the 

case assigned to the subject NP above is independent on the condition for case 

assignment (except government) then, it is some special kind of case assignment. 

One interesting phenomenon in Lamnso' that has to be related to the present 

discussion is the fact that the language has not got pronouns with the features [t 

pronominal, - animate, + accusative]. This means that in the language, personal 

pronouns that are inanimate cannot be generated in object position. Consider (37) 

below : 

(37) a. . 
b. 

(38) a. 

b. 

Chin fo kibdn i mi5 
Chin give fufu to me 
'Chin is giving fufu to me'. 
Chin fo pro i ma 
Chin give to me 
'Chin is giving it to me'. 
Chin fo wan i m6 
Chin give child to me 
'Chin is giving the child to me'. 
Chin fo wun i m5 
Chin give him to me 
'Chin is giving him to me'. 

In (37b), the object position is left empty because it has to be an objective pronoun. 

In (38b), the very position is filled by wun 'him' because child is animate. In the 

literature, such gaps, recoverable here by context, are filled by small pro. The 

question one could ask is how the case assignment discussed above is carried oht 

for subject pronouns, that is, how can a subject pronoun wi:h the featuie [- animate] 
be assigned that kind of case given that no accusative pronouns exist in the 

language with that feature. Consider (39) below : 



(39) a. 

b. 

C. 

d. 

kici ki bG 
tree AGR fall 
'The tree is falling'. 
hi bii 
it fall 
'It is falling'. 
*bQ ki- 
fall it 
'It is it that is falling'. 
bii ki - wun 
fall it him 
'It is it that is falling' 

(39c) is ungrammatical because the pronoun ki'it ', a subject pronoun with nominative 

case, has not been assigned accusative case. (39d) is grammatical because a 
pronoun with the feature [+ animate] (-wun 'him') has been added to the original [- 

animate] pronoun, thereby 'animalizing' it. That is, it gives it animate qualities. This 

process of 'animalisation' of an inanimate pronoun (where ki becomes kiwun) is used 

to fill a gap in the language: the lack of inanimate objective pronouns. 

* 4.4 V-PREPOSING AND SUBJACENCY 

Does the verb that is preposed respect subjacency? consider (40) below : 

(40) a. [AORPkimbarJ ki [wk6r) Bih]] 
whiteman AGR love Bih 
'The whiteman loves Bih'. 

love whiteman Bih 
'It is the whiteman who loves Bih'. 

b. LP[,,k6rJ, [,,,kimbarl [,,t, Bihllll 

In (40b), the verb k6g has moved from its base position in the sentence to FP at 

sentence-initial position. By so doing, it crosses only one AGRP and does not go over 

CP. Verb movement, therefore, respects Subjacency because the preposed verb is 
subjacent to its trace. (41) throws more light on this. 

(41) a. m ta' dzi Chin k6r) Bih 
I want that chin love Bih 
'I want that Chin should love Bih'. 
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b. * k8g [aGRpmij ta' [Cpdzi [-,Chin __ Bih 
A I 

love me want that Chin Bih 

In (41 b), the verb crosses two boundaries. Though there is the so-called bridge verb, 

the sentence is not grammatical. Not only is Subjacency violated but also the 

functional aspect of V-movement is violated, given that verb movement is to put the 

NP it precedes into focus. We, therefore, conclude that verb movement for clefting in 

Lamnso' cannot cross two AGRPs or a CP. Hence, it is strictly a local transformation 

since the verb cannot go very far. 

4.5 SUMMARY 

This chapter has explored sentence structure in relation to clefting in Lamnso' 

by linking it to some existing theoretical assumptions formulated in other natural 

languages. About the landing site of preposed verbs, we have argued that since the 

verb comes before a StJbjeCt NP in order to put it in to focus and therefore assigns or 

discharges the function, FOCUS, to the NP, the pre posed verb could be consider to I 

play the role of a focus word. Hence, the verb lands in the F of FP. We have also 

argued that the CP, unlike in Tuki, plays its traditional function in Lamnso'; that of 

hosting fronted WH-elements and relative operators and that this is why V-movement 

and WH-movement can eo-occur because they have different landing sites. As 

concerns the elements that accompany the preposed verb, it has been shown that 
since tense is strongly bound to the verb and cannot be stranded, both elements 

move together and land in one place forming a split segment-category. Another 

accompanying head, NEG, cannot also be stranded by verb and tense and cannot 

also move alone. We have concluded that the verb adjoins to tense and both heads 

adjoin to NEG and then all of them move to sentence-initial position. 

It has also been seen that the V-trace is active because the preposed verb in 

the derived position forms a chain with the trace it leaves at the base position. The 

trace, therefore, assigns case and even head-governs other traces such as the trace 

of relativised object NPs. It has also been demonstrated that the only I-property that 

does not move with the verb is AGR which is deleted instead. We have demonstrated 

that the disappearance of AGR is due to the fact that TNS has moved and that the 

consequence on the subject NP is the lack of a nominative case assigner at S- 



structure. Hence, a kind of 'makeshift' accusative case is assigned to the subject NP 

just to let it satisfy the case filter. It has also been demonstrated that the assignment 

of this kind of case is independent on the argument structure of the preposed verb 
and could be due to the modification of the case grid of the verb depending on 

configuration. Finally, we have concluded that V-preposing respects Subjacency 

because it cannot cross two AGRPs or move over a CP. The transformation is locd 

for the verb cannot go very far even when there is the so-called bridge verb. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 

GENERAL C O N C L U % O y  i 

5.1 SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 

Clefting in Lamnso' involves two processes : the movement of the verb to 

sentence-initial position and the occurrence of the copula in the sentence. About the 

movement of the verb, it has been established that the verb moves to a head position 

called the F of FP where it plays the role of a focus word. Hence, it assigns the 

function of focus to the subject NP it precedes. There are no restrictions for the kind 

of verb that can be preposed. Transitive, intransitive, distransitive and causative 

verbs can be preposed to the F-position of FP. The verb does not move alone. It 

moves along with other heads of the exploded lNFL that precede it to the left such as 

NEG and TNS. The movement of the V-head respects Travis' head movement 

constraint and Chomsky's economy principle because the verb first adjoins to the T 

of TP; then both heads adjoin to another head position, NEG, before the whole load 

is moved to sentence-initial position. Under the F-node, they form what has been 

called the split-segment. The only element of the exploded lNFL that does not 

accompany the preposed verb is AGR. It disappears and because of this 

disappearance, a kind of 'makeshift' accusative case is assigned to [spec, AGRP] by 

the moved verb whose case grid changes with the change in configuration. 

There is also an active V-trace in the base position vacated by the moved 
verb. It has been demonstrated that the V-trace is properly governed by forming a 

chain with the antecedent verb. The active V-trace can also head govern the trace of 

relativised V-complements. This is because V-movement and relativisation can occur 

simultaneously or successively to the same kernel sentence. The relative operator 

lands in the spec of CP and the moved verb lands in FP. It is also possible to have 

the verbs of both matrix and embedded clauses preposed simultaneously albeit to 

different positions. In such a case, the lexical complementizer introducing the 

embedded clause is generated under the C-node of CP and tne moved verb lands in 

the F-node of FP. There is, therefore, no conflict between the landing sites of the two 

moved elements at sentence-initial position. It has also been shown that V-movement 
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respects Subjacency because it is essentially a local transformation that cannot go 

very far. Two AGRPs cannot be crossed because the functional status of V- 

movement, which is to put the subject NP into focus, will be violated. 

As for the occurrence of the copula, it has been noted that, this is typically 

used for focusing at their base positions V-complements such as object NPs, 

embedded IPS, that-complements and PPs. Subject NPs can also be focused using 

the copula with a lot of restrictions since relativisation must first take place. The 

copula can also appear in sentence-initial position in order to focus relativised V- 

complements with the exception of IPs, PPs, and CPs which cannot be moved to 

sentence-initial position. Semantically, this leads to a slight shift in meaning. The 

moved indefinite noun becomes a definite noun. Another difference between the 

occurrence of the copula at base and at sentence-initial position is that the copula at 

base takes an expletive a 'it'. On the contrary, the copula at sentence-initial position 

takes no expletive. Though there is no overt expletive, there is pro. The fact that the 

sentence-initial copula has an empty subject position and the fact that the verb 

moves in front of the subject NP has led us to conclude that the formula for clefting in 

Lamnso' at sentence-initial position is ' 

V XP 

Where XP is any phrasal constituent (fronted or in situ) that is focused. 

5.2 V-PREPOSING, THE OCCURRENCE OF THE COPULA 

AND UNIVERSAL GRAMMAR 

Clefting is an element of Universal Grammar. It is used by speakers of natural 

languages to show the constituents of a sentence on which emphasis is laid. This is 

the case with the speaker of Lamnso'. Like in English, clefting in Lamnso' involves 

move alpha. What ever is moved (the verb in Lamnso' and the noun in English) 

respects Subjacency. The vacated base position also contains a trace that is co- 

indexed with the antecedent. The clefting of certain constituents in Lamnso' also 

requires the generation of a dze or pro dze in front of the constituent in question 

which is similar to the English 'it is'. 

' 



5.3 PAR AM ETRl C VARl AT1 0 NS 

Compared with English, Lamnso' seems to have some processes for cleftin 
that are peculiar. The focusing of an element does not necessarily require that thl? 

element be moved. The focused element remains in situ. Then the verb moves (for 

cases of subject NPs) and the copula is generated in front of the clefted element (for 
the case of post-verbal-phrasal categories). For this reason, post-verbally embedded 

phrases such as the IP and the CP which cannot be clefted in English (except for 

certain pseudo-cleft constructions) are cleftable in Lamnso'. A copula is simply 

generated between them and the verb in the matrix clause. Also peculiar to Lamnsd 
is the fact that the subject position of the copula generated at sentence-initial 
position is empty. The assignment of accusative case to [spec, AGRP] is equally 

interesting. This results from the change of the case grid of the preposed verb that 
results from the change of configuration. 

Another language specific phenomenon in Lamnso' is the fact that a trace can 
govern another trace. This means that two movement transformations can apply 

successively with the same clause. Hence, after the verb has been preposed, it3 

complement can still be relativized. Such operations are ruled out in English by the 

doubly filled COMP (DFC) filter but are licensed in Lamnso' because, given the co- 
existence of a COMP position and another phrasal category (which we called FP), 

there is no conflict of landing site. 

5.4 PROSPECTS FOR FURTHER STUDY 

It has been demonstrated in this study that a kind of 'makeshift' accusative 

case is assigned to [spec, AGRP] after the verb has been preposed and AGR has 
disappeared. Case has been hypothesized to be assigned at S-structure but this kind 
of case is assigned after the verb has assigned its 'natural' case to its internal 
arguments. It will, therefore, be useful to determine in future research work at what 
syntactic level this case is assigned. This study could be extended to other Bantu 

languages such as Bafut where a similar phenomenon occurs to bring out similarities 

and dissimilarities. 
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It will also be a useful effort to probe into the relationship between clefting and 
WH-movement as observed in Lamnso' and some Grassfield Bantu languages. The 

question will be to explain why clefting is used to move WH-phrases. 
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